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ABSTRACT
AN ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
NGSS IN KENTUCKY
Matthew Trzaskus
August 10, 2022

Feedback has been a highly effective means to enact change. In the classroom
teachers provide feedback to students concerning their performance, how they compare to
the learning goal, and what students need to achieve those goals. For teachers, they utilize
feedback from students to examine content focus and instructional practice in order to
reflect and make positive changes.
In this study, feedback is once again provided in order to enact change. Kentucky
stakeholders, mainly teachers, in science education offered feedback about the
implementation of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). In their feedback
they highlighted the challenges that occurred after reflecting on the classroom practice.
Teacher comments called into question some of the content focus of the standards as well
as sometimes the application of the standard. Teachers informed authors of the standards
by questioning the lack of resources, the standards are not clear to students, and some of
them perceived no coherent way to align and teach the standards.
The overwhelming majority of teacher feedback provided was negative which is
likely due to sampling bias in that those with negative perceptions are more likely to
volunteer comments than those with positive. However, they also offered suggestions for
the NGSS to be improved. Teachers asked for specific resources, such as, assistive
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technology, data for instruction, and targeted professional development to understand
science and engineering practices. Also teachers stressed the importance of a coherent
approachable science storyline, scaffolding language for students, and creating a climate
of achievement for students.
I was able to frame the study within my subjectivities which matched the most
common participants’ experiences, in order to make meaning of the data. To further the
trustworthiness of the study, a constructed grounded theory approach was used. This
approach is appropriate to discover emerging themes in the public comment data,
compare and organize those themes, and to create explicit hypotheses of participants’
comments.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In the field of science education, fostering scientific literacy in students has been
central to the science education community for well over thirty years (American
Association for the Advancement of Science, 1989):
“Education has no higher purpose than preparing people to lead personally
fulfilling and responsible lives ... The world has changed in such a way that
science literacy has become necessary for everyone, not just a privileged few:
science education will have to change to make that possible" (p xiii-xvi, AAAS,
1989).
However, in the United States scientific literacy has not been realized for all students, as
achievement scores continue to show a persistent scientific literacy gap (Hwang, Choi,
Bae, & Shin, 2018; Lee & Buxton, 2008; Matthews, 2000). In fact, due to a lack of
exposure to science, many K-12 students do not feel equipped to become part of the
science workforce (National Research Council, 2009).
This was echoed by the National Academy of Sciences report, Science Teacher
Learning, stating students lack “sufficiently rich” experiences with the content taught
(Wilson, 2015). Duggar, (2014), suggests “doing science,” as scientists would, through
constructing arguments, modeling, and analysis of data, can support students’
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engagement in the classroom (Berland et al., 2016; Geier et al., 2008; Kuhn, Hemberger,
& Khait, 2017 Wilson, Taylor, Kowalski, & Carlson, 2010). Providing meaningful
lessons is a primary assumption for NGSS and the Framework as the aim is to create
meaning for students in science (Cobern, 1996; Cobern, 2000; Seymour, 2002; Smith &
Nadelson, 2017).
NGSS aims to bring meaning
Teachers must translate standards to curriculum, classroom practice, and
assessment which shapes how students gain knowledge, skills, and abilities as described
in the standards (Marzano, 1999; Marzano, 2003; McTighe & Wiggins, 2012). Standards
describe what students should know and be able to do within a particular content area
(Stein, 2000). Often teachers are not provided with the appropriate support to translate
standards and therefore they rely on the curriculum given to them (Marzano, 2003; Olson
2018). If teachers are prescribed a curriculum by their district, they may be ineffective at
implementing the standards due to a lack of ability or support (Abell et al., 2009;
Marzano, 2003). This lack of ability can lead teachers to conflate standards with
curriculum as the same (Tomlinson, 2000; Olsen 2018). This is due to the teacher’s
inability to recognize the intent of the standard when planning lessons (Tomlinson,
2000). Barnette (2003) cautions that, "Trying to make the lessons fit into the standards
generally results in a curriculum that merely reflects the standards (pg. 32),” but does not
match the standard’s intent. Claiming lessons to be standard based when they are not,
teachers can miss the intent of the standard (National Research Council, 2001). In fact,
reverse translation of making lessons fit the standards was common practice when the
NGSS were first released (Seljan, 2016). Teachers analyzed their lessons and activities,
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compared them to a group of standards, found potential similarities, and assumed their
curriculum and practices were standards-based (Sleeter & Carmona, 2017; Sleeter &
Zavala, 2020). By merely claiming their lessons were standards-based, teachers failed to
give opportunities for students to engage in science practices (Lotter, Thompson,
Dickenson, Smiley, Blue,& Rea, 2018.). However, when teachers adapted their lessons
to fit the needs of their students they were more successful in creating science
opportunities (McLaughlin & Talbert, 1993; Siskin, 2014).
One way to gain insight to teacher learning experiences is obtaining feedback
from them (Chapple & Murphy, 1996; Chin, 2004). In fact, teacher voice was utilized in
the creation of the NGSS, which was a new aspect of standards reform. The feedback
provided by teachers regarding their local adaptations lead to a refocus in the standards
(Huizinga et al., 2014; Yurkofsky, Peterson, Mehta, Horwitz-Willis, & Frumin, 2020).
Local adaptations, or culturally relevant instruction, are a warranted and essential aspect
of teaching practice and an appropriate teacher implementation of standards providing
opportunities for students to engage in science practices (Venville, Sheffield, Rennie, &
Wallace, 2008). Scaffolding instruction in a culturally relevant fashion is one of many
possibilities when standards are translated into curriculum and classroom practice,
although this is challenging to accomplish (Kazemi & Hubbard, 2008). Often teachers
enact lessons to the best of their abilities, reflect on their practice, and adjust their
instruction to fit their students’ needs (Cross, 2009; Darling-Hammond & BaratzSnowden, 2007). Knowing that teachers attempt to enact curriculum to fit their students’
needs, illustrates the importance of examining teachers’ learning experiences as they
engage with the standards and translate them to curriculum and classroom practice.
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Teachers and feedback
Despite being largely left out of conversations concerning curriculum
development, teachers have shown positive effects on curriculum in response to their
feedback (Drew, Priestly, & Michael, 2016); especially when the aim is to improve
student learning outcomes (DeLuca et al., 2015). Researchers have adjusted materials to
better serve the students and teachers after receiving comments when teachers were
“uncertain how to make and engage students in this (making evidence-based claims)
practice” (Elliott, 2011, p. 297). Bismack, Arias, Davis, and Palinscar (2015) enhanced a
4th grade unit to increase support for three science practices (making observations,
making predictions, and making evidence-based claims), by utilizing the feedback of
participant teachers. In the same line of listening to teacher feedback, AAAS and
Biological Science Curriculum Study developed the Toward High School Biology unit.
Throughout a multi-year cycle of curriculum roll out, developers listened to feedback
from their participant teachers to hone the educative curriculum (Herrmann-Abell,
Koppal, & Roseman, 2016). These studies show based on teacher feedback post lesson
enactment are important to creating positive teacher interpretations of the standards.
While these studies relate to curriculum materials, teacher feedback has shown more
recently to be an aspect of public policy (Schwab, 2018).
Many states have enacted a feedback mechanism to include teachers in the
process of evaluating standards. In Kentucky, recent legislation asked all stakeholders to
comment on standards on a rotating basis. The NGSS was selected to be reviewed in
2021 as part of this cycle of standard review through the use of public comments. The
public comments were the first time the NGSS was subject to this type of feedback by
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Kentucky education stakeholders. One could infer, teachers would have little to no
training on providing feedback regarding implementation of standards. Consequently,
analyzing the feedback regarding teacher challenges of implementing NGSS, becomes a
significant starting point to determine the standards’ effectiveness as viewed in the
classroom.
Feedback which begins with Public Opinion
Public opinions are a valuable source of data which can be used to empirically
examine how government agencies interact with the public (Mendleson, 2011). As a form
of political participation, publicly expressed views by individuals or groups provide
information to agencies in order to potentially shape their actions (Yackee, 2005). The
public opinion process has become a forum for both individuals and interest groups to
debate policy (Dahlberg, 2001). In recent years, the interest in rulemaking and agency
actions has increased; therefore, government agencies receive millions of opinions on
their actions regarding policy (DeMuth, 2018). In the realm of education; however,
public comments have not been sought out frequently (Kuhlthau, 1991; Strasser et al.,
2019). Often focus groups made up of researchers and policy analysts are asked to
provide their expertise concerning educational policy (Brown, 2015). Teachers are often
left out of the discussion and not believed to be experts in curriculum, but merely
practitioners (Berliner, 1988; Park & Oliver, 2008; Prawat, 2001; Sawyer, 2004).
However, the states using the NGSS relied on teachers’ expertise in curriculum and had
teachers partake in the comment process offering their feedback on standards (Haag &
Meadowen, 2018).
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Feedback is a more focused type of public opinion illustrated by the individual’s
knowledge on the subject in which they provide their opinion (Soroka & Wlezien,
2010). In general, the comment is considered feedback when an individual is a
stakeholder, an informed participant in the policy process, and who believes their opinion
is the best representation of a policy (Renn et al., 1993). A common practice in
business, policy feedback is obtained from stakeholders’ opinions, typically negative
since those with negative opinions are more incentivized to comment than those with
strictly positive views, when they believe policies do not serve their needs (Pikkareinen,
2021).Some feedback also provides potential suggestions for improvement (Williams,
McMurray, Kurz, & Lambert, 2015). Furthermore, stakeholders, including ones in
education, have greater tendency to provide more feedback when the process is
anonymous (Clayton, 1997). Tsai & Gasevic (2017) found in higher education,
anonymous opinions regarding challenges with a policy should be examined, as the
feedback has merits. Although not specific to teachers, feedback, hence, is influential for
policymakers as teachers are knowledgeable stakeholders, because their feedback comes
from the utilization of their knowledge, and is targeted at the policy which aligns with
their knowledge (Deverka et al., 2013).
Scope of the Study
Teachers are asked to promote deep science learning for all students through
active engagement and application of contextualized knowledge. One of the main
focuses of the NGSS is to promote deep science learning by creating opportunities for
students to engage in scientific practices (NGSS Lead States, 2013). This study seeks to
explore the resulting challenges teachers wish to make known through anonymous
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comments in a public survey to policy and curriculum makers, researchers, and other
stakeholders regarding the NGSS and the implementation of the standards. For the
purpose of this study stakeholders include teachers, retired teachers, administrators,
district resource personnel, and parents which were all potential participants within the
sample. However, teachers were by far the largest response group demographic;
therefore, teacher voice is the lens by which the analysis proceeds.
The study analyzed the public comments made by various stakeholders
concerning the implementation of the NGSS in Kentucky classrooms. The comments
were obtained from a government survey open to all education stakeholders as part of a
process to review standards for alignment and recommended changes. Patterns in the
comments are displayed, organized and merged to form an argument as to what teachers
are stating are the challenges of NGSS and their recommendations for improving the
NGSS. Ultimately, the study can inform policy makers, curriculum designers, school
administrators, and other teachers as to the challenges of teacher implementation of the
NGSS. This study is an analysis of these public comments from teachers in which the
following research questions were asked:
1. What comments are conveyed via public survey by teachers regarding
the implementation of the Next Generation Science Standards?
2. What suggestions for improvement were given by teachers to alleviate
the challenges they have seen regarding implementation?
Through these questions the study aims to investigate how positive changes in learning
can occur through increased teacher voice in the decisions of curriculum and standards
enactment.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review will provide a grounding of the iterative nature of science
reform which is vital to understand the applicability of the study’s data set regarding the
NGSS. First, the importance of public opinion’s impact on influencing policy is
given. Next, how teachers utilize reflection in their practice. This reflective practice
leads to moving beyond an opinion to the ability to give meaningful feedback about
policy. Then, I will illustrate how science education standards have been influenced from
public opinion prior to the creation of the NGSS. The NGSS, unlike prior standard
reforms, utilized teacher feedback intentionally as a means to hone standards. Finally, I
connect the importance of teacher feedback with the comments of the study’s data set as
the focus of the study.
Public Opinion as a Means to Influence Policy
In a democratic society, policy created reflects the wishes of the people within
that democracy. The will and influence of the people on policy is subtle to the casual
observer who would believe large lobbying groups hold higher amounts of influence on
policy (Henry & Mark, 2003). In fact, the power of public feedback far outweighs the
influence of corporations due to an individual’s ability to vote for the policymakers
(Dalton, 2013).
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Feedback differs from public opinion by how much the individual is informed on
the subject in which they provide their opinion (Soroka & Wlezien, 2010). Feedback
requires an individual to be a stakeholder, an informed participant in the policy process,
who believes their opinion is the best representation of a policy (Renn et al.,
1993). Feedback can be collected in many forms from stakeholders, and the more
expertise the stakeholders have in the subject matter the more influential their feedback
becomes. When stakeholders believe the policy does not serve their needs they provide
more feedback and potential suggestions for improvement (Williams, McMurray, Kurz,
& Lambert, 2015). Individual stakeholder feedback, hence, is influential for
policymakers if the stakeholder is knowledgeable, the feedback comes from the
utilization of the knowledge the stakeholder possesses, and is targeted at the policy which
aligns with their knowledge (Deverka et al., 2013).
Teacher Reflective Practice
In conjunction with interpretation and enactment, a mediating step of reflection
drives the local adaptations of teaching content (Cross, 2009). In this section of the
review, I discuss how reflective practice is used by teachers, and why this is an
intermediary step between instruction and feedback.
Defining Reflective Practice
Dewey (1933) suggested that reflective thinking originates from a state of doubt
or confusion, which can lead to a search for answers or a resolution to a problem. He
defined reflection as:
. . .active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of
knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it and further conclusions to
9

which it leads … it includes a conscious and voluntary effort to establish belief
upon a firm basis of evidence and rationality. (p. 9)
Teachers engage in reflection, after, and sometimes during, lessons in order to help
rectify their difficulties in teaching the content (Farrell, 2013). Reflection depends upon
the formation of reasons why students develop certain thoughts about content and how
teachers can improve the connections students make (Dewey, 1933). In this way
reflective thinking is active, persistent, and contemplative, and, as such, reflection should
be intentional (Dewey, 2014). Through this intentionality, teachers can generate adaptive
knowledge rather than be passive receivers of it (Bruner, 1986).
Reflection and teacher use in instruction
The action of reflection represents the human capacity for higher-level thinking
and our ability to assign meaning to our experiences (Denton, 2009). Through reflection
teachers assign meaning to their classroom experience as they examine their success and
challenges they had with the content (Fantilli & McDougal, 2009). Upon reflection
teachers alter their lessons, most often to check for student understanding, through
formative assessment (Dewey, 1997). However, sometimes, teachers examine multiple
constructs such as their experience, content knowledge, and pedagogical practices (GessNewsome, 1999; Gess-Newsome et al., 2019; Hill, Ball, & Schilling, 2008). Teachers
who examine multiple constructs after a lesson, may alter their lessons in the hope of
improving instruction (Dudley, 2013).
As teachers alter their lessons, the process of reflection remains intentional for
them even after the second, third, and beyond iterations of lessons (Dewey, 1997). As
teachers begin to become more adept at teaching content in ways that meet their students’
10

needs, they are better able to verbalize their successes and challenges (DarlingHammond, 2006). In this respect, challenges may lead to frustration with aspects of
education, such as resources or creation of standards, which are beyond the control of the
classroom teacher. Feedback about these aspects of teacher education is critical in
understanding the struggles teachers have in the classroom regarding the content they
teach and the needs they have (Kyriacou, 2001). Although critical in nature, the
reflection of teachers has a positive focus to improve the quality of lessons, instruction,
and positively affect student learning, specifically if they share their concerns as feedback
to policy makers.
Importance of Feedback
Feedback is an important part of the learning process. Research has already
established the merits of feedback on learning. It has been described as the most powerful
factor which positively affects learning (Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Sadler, 1989; Stobart,
2006; William, 2011). Feedback can be focused on standards effectiveness based on
direct observation and knowledge of the classroom environment (Regan-Smith,
Hirschmann, & Lobst 2007). One of the main aims of teachers providing feedback is to
help close the gap between what is understood and what is currently being achieved by
students (McMillan, 2010). Through this lens teachers can provide effective feedback to
creators of standards to highlight gaps in student understanding. This type of feedback
can occur when the happenings of the classroom, both positive and negative, are provided
to those who create standards (Harlen & James, 1997; Torrance, 1993).
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Using Feedback to Hone Standards
Historically, teachers and practicing professionals did not provide feedback to
hone science standards (Aronson & Laughter, 2016). Instead, educational researchers
and policy creators took on this challenge, often relying on their knowledge base and
public opinion in response to international events and student achievement (DeBoer,
2000; Hurd, 2002; Leshner, & Scherer, 2019). Not until the creation of the NGSS did
standard creators purposefully provide teachers with a voice concerning the standards
they were being asked to implement (McFadden & Roehrig, 2017; Remillard, 2005).
Development of US science standards
In 1956 science education reform took a substantial step forward when Jerrold
Zacharias began the Physical Science Study Committee; however, less than a year later
Sputnik was launched and the movement of science reform became a national issue
(DeBoer, 2000). Linked to the public’s fears associated with a Soviet takeover, the
United States felt a great need to push science education to new heights. With this
impetus and spurred by Kennedy’s rousing words of choosing to go to the moon through
being bold, the United States succeeded in landing on the moon in 1969 (Johnson-Freese,
2007). The moon landing was perpetuated by the public’s opinion for a need for a
national focus on science, which pushed science education to be more predominant
throughout the 1960s.
Despite some successful reforms in science education in the United States, desired
instructional shifts have often failed to take place (DeBoer, 2000). In retrospect, perhaps
the need for iteration educational reform was due to the lack of coordination and common
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focus of a national goal for science education (National Research Council, Committee on
Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century, 2007; Washington, Barish,
Droege-Meier, & Ford, 2006). To achieve the goal, varying public opinions of specific
recommendations to engage in reform differ; however, both shared the idea which
emphasized students’ understanding of science, and science learning should be
standardized. As the term standards was not a term in science education until the late
1980s, there remained a lot of disagreement on how standardization could be achieved
(Lederman, 1999). To illustrate, the publication of Science for All Americans (AAAS,
1989) advocated the need for the U.S. citizenry to achieve scientific literacy prior to the
year 2061 (Wilson, 2015). The term scientific literacy has multiple facets and definitions,
as well as the long timeline given, has allowed science education reform to move at a
slow pace (Hubber, Tytlem, & Haslam, 2010).
However slow the pace, the fundamental idea behind science remained in which
education standards are to describe clear, consistent, and comprehensive science content
and scientific practices (Lederman, 1999). In considering specifically the science
education reform of the United States, a highly nationalistic public opinion of being first
in world competition drove the creation of science standard development (Czerniak &
Lumpe, 1996). Choosing which scientific content and practices were to become the
focus of standards, often were the public’s reaction to world political or social events
(Webb, 2006). Prior to this science education had numerous committee reports,
yearbooks, and other publications that served as ‘‘standards,” but were not a formal
singular document (Bybee, 2014).
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Purpose for creating the NGSS
Developments of the 1960s and 1970s—change from recall to science meaning
The NGSS will have a significant impact on science education moving forward
(Pratt, 2013). The common goal of a moon landing during the twelve-year span of the
Space Race, had a distinct focus that coupled science with national needs of technological
superiority. Prior to Sputnik, the United States science curriculum focused primarily on
facts and recall (Herold, 1974). This style of knowledge was insufficient for learners in
the classroom as it did not meet students’ needs, or the needs of society (DeBoer,
2000). Due to this, science researchers called for a change in the curriculum moving
more toward science meaning and aiding in improving society. The call was for
scientific literacy, or as the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) declared
students who are scientifically literate will, “use science concepts, process skills, and
values in making everyday decisions as he interacts with other people and with his
environment” and they “understand the interrelationships between science, technology
and other facets of society, including social and economic development” (NSTA, 1971,
pp. 47-48).
Furthering this point in 1960, educational researchers from the National Society
for the Study of Education focused on science education in its Fifty-ninth Yearbook
entitled Rethinking Science Education. In this yearbook it was proposed that the goal of
scientific literacy was that science educators should work to produce citizens who
understood science and were sympathetic to the work of scientists (NSSE, 1960). Also
members of the National Science Federation (NSF) defined science literacy as, “. . . some
of the processes used in arriving at conclusions in science have a relevance to our
14

thinking and, indeed, to our behavior in other phases of life,” (NSSE, 1960, pg. 24). By
collecting and synthesizing the public’s opinion of science, national pride, and
international events, science content and instructional practice had a common focus that
altered science education.
Calls for a scientific literate society
Once the goal of the moon landing was met, confusion over what science’s next
venture ensued. Throughout the 1970s, science became more of a progressive venture
that valued societal problems over nationalistic ones. According to Gallagher, (1971),
“For future citizens in a democracy, understanding the interrelations of science,
technology, and society may be as important as understanding the concepts and processes
of science” (p.337). Over the next decade, American students began to outperform their
world peers, not just in science, but in many other subjects. In fact, public attitudes
toward science were also becoming more positive (Shymansky, Kyle, & Alport,
1983). The gains in student achievement during the 1970s are attributed to the goal of
making science relevant for students’ daily lives (Lederman, 1992).
This relevance, although effective to start, had created a new set of challenges as
it created a naïve absolutist notion of the nature of science (Lederman, 1992). In fact,
during the development of the instrument, Knowledge of the Nature of Science Scale,
Rubba (1977) found that students felt that any theory or hypothesis would become
scientific law once they were confirmed (Rubba & Anderson, 1978). The naivety of
student knowledge led to American students losing ground in science achievement to
their world peers. This loss of high test scores created a new set of detractors, mainly
educational researchers who echoed public opinions regarding the drop in scores. They
15

espoused that the pursuit of science should be personalized in students’ lives and applied
to all aspects of their lives (Hofstein & Yager, 1983). This drop in performance was best
illustrated by the 1983 work, A Nation at Risk (National Commission on Excellence in
Education; NCEE) coupling the low performance scores with the economic declines in
America.
Developments of the 1980s & 90s—Inclusion of technology in science curricula
The issuance of the report was a major piece of public opinion on the state of
science education. In the report, the solution was to create a more rigorous academic
curriculum for all students built around the core academic subjects, as well as computer
science and foreign language. By including computer science, the focus shifted from
scientific literacy to science in society with technology (Lederman, 1992). The
movement to include a technological aspect in science would be accompanied by a new
national movement for the United States to reassert dominance in these areas (DeBoer,
2000). In 1989, the National Governors Association, responding to the public’s opinion
of improving in science on the international level, and with President Bush, endorsed the
idea of establishing “clear national performance goals'' as a way to raise standards in
education to “make us internationally competitive'' (U.S. Department of Education,
1991). The new comprehensive science reform effort would become known as sciencetechnology- society (STS), where students should be able to identify science-related
social issues, analyze the context in which the issues are played out in society, know the
key individuals and groups involved in making decisions, investigate these sciencerelated issues themselves, develop an action plan, and implement that plan where
appropriate (Ramsey, 1989).
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Clarity on scientific literacy and technology integration
Based on this feedback and call to action, the AAAS brought this renewed focus
to life with the work ‘Science for All Americans’ written in 1989. The work
encapsulated the previous idea of scientific literacy, and framed it in differing levels of
interest; stating science can be clustered around ‘major set of related topics’ (AAAS,
1989, p. 6). This comprehensive work clarified the goals of science education to ensure
all students could be scientifically literate. The clarification came through the blending
of science and technology in society as it asked teachers to have students be, “aware of
some of the important ways in which mathematics, technology, and the sciences depend
upon one another; understanding some of the key concepts and principles of science;
having a capacity for scientific ways of thinking; knowing that science, mathematics, and
technology are human enterprises, and knowing what that implies about their strengths
and limitations; and being able to use scientific knowledge and ways of thinking for
personal and social purposes'' (AAAS, 1989, p. xvii ± xviii).
The blended model of science and technology did not fully explain what science
content should be taught as standard practice (Kelley & Knowles, 2016). In order to
enhance the focus of content, throughout the 1990s, opinions were synthesized from
national commissions, professional organizations such as the NSTA along with
researchers, employers, and university faculty, to hone the focus of science standards
(AAAS, 1989, 1993; Boyer Commission, 1998; NRC, 1996; NSF, 1996). The work of
science reform continued as the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) took this topical
idea and created a set of ‘benchmarks’ that could determine the scientific literacy of a 12
grade student. This work provided the basis for Benchmarks for Science Literacy
17
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(AAAS, 1993) and prepared the United States for National Science Education Standards
(NRC, 1996). The National Research Council (NRC) wished to detail “what students
should know, understand, and be able to do in the natural sciences over the course of K12 education” (NRC, 1996, p.6). From this work, the NRC was able to create a set of
concise standards that teachers were to use to interpret scientific literacy.
From science-technology-society to inquiry
Begun in 1992, the National Science Education Standards (1996) justified
education reform by having education researchers respond to public opinions with an
approach that involved setting national goals and the standards for meeting them. Five
main assumptions justified the identification of the content standards: (a) “Everyone
needs to use scientific information to make choices that arise every day.'' (b) “Everyone
needs to be able to engage intelligently in public discourse and debate about important
issues that involve science and technology.'' (c) “Everyone deserves to share in the
excitement and personal fulfillment that can come from understanding and learning about
the natural world.'' (d) “More and more jobs demand advanced skills, requiring that
people be able to learn, reason, think creatively, make decisions, and solve problems. An
understanding of science and the process of science contributes in an essential way to
these skills.'' (e) “To keep pace in global markets, the United States needs to have an
equally capable citizenry'' (National Research Council, 1996, p. 1-2). With this
justification the NRC attempted to solidify the STS model for science education;
however, holdouts remained as there were many constituents that worried about creating
an all-encompassing definition of science education (Collins, 1998).
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Despite the early successes of scientific benchmarks, the all-encompassing
aspects of science-technology-society were not well received by the entire public
(Collins, 1998). Many in the research field held the opinion that science, especially in the
social context, is far too complex for students to grasp (Shamos, 1995). Shamos, an
education researcher and theorist, (1995) argued for a scientific awareness through
functional literacy which later would be termed inquiry. He posits that science content is
not truly necessary but rather the process of science (DeBoer, 2000). Scientific inquiry
includes the traditional science processes, but also refers to the combining of these
processes with scientific knowledge, scientific reasoning and critical thinking to develop
scientific knowledge (Lederman, Lederman, & Antink, 2013). In particular, inquiry is
perceived by the public in three different ways (Newman et al., 2004). Educational
researchers established inquiry to be a set of skills to be learned by students and
combined in the performance of a scientific investigation, and inquiry can also be viewed
as a cognitive outcome that students are to achieve (Bybee, Fortenberry, & Walker,
2005).
Developments of the 2000s—Subject Area Accountability reduces importance of science
The consistent amount of infighting among science experts, not teachers, led to a
lack of consensus as to what should be included in science standards, and to poor
achievement for U.S. students on the world stage which created negative public opinions
(Robinson & Lubienski, 2011). The culmination of this lack of achievement was met in
the early 2000s, with the No Child Left Behind Act, in which science began to get
squeezed out of curriculums across the country especially in elementary schools (NRC,
2011). The pressure of the Act’s accountability, in which all students in grades 3–8 are
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assessed on language arts and mathematics annually, has allocated time and resources
toward language arts and mathematics, and, due to limited hours in the school
year, diminishing time for science instruction (Spillane, Diamond, Walker, Halverson, &
Jita, 2004). Science was taught when time allowed, if at all, and this was typically after
testing was complete for the year (Kim & Sunderman, 2005).
Integration of science, technology, and career interests
In response to reducing the importance of science in the classroom, the National
Science Board, which is composed of university professors and administrators, called for
changing curriculum to better equip students to become scientists and engineers (National
Science Federation, 2004). This specific focus, which also added technology as a tool,
was well received by the public as a way to regain status on the international stage (Seels
& Richie, 2004). Also, by drawing from the notion of design experiments (Brown, 1992;
Collins, 1992) and, more recently, design research (Kelly, 2003), science education
blended science inquiry with technology to focus on learning outcomes. Furthering this
point, integration was achieved by including science literacy and the nature of science to
be placed in the new standards (Roberts, 2013). As such, with the integration of
engineering, technology, and the nature of science, the modern Next Generation Science
Standards had begun.
The integration was not a quick or easy process for science education. There was
a very cautious approach in order to see that all stakeholders (including teachers for the
first time) were heard (Roberts, 2013). In order to gain all levels of insight a committee
was created consisting of nine members of the National Academy of Sciences or National
Academy of Engineering and nine members who were learning scientists, educational
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researchers, educational policymakers, or practitioners (NRC, 2011, Appendix C). In
developing what would come to be known as the Framework, they drew upon current
research on learning, research, and evaluation evidence on standards-based education
reform, practitioner experiences, and past and existing efforts relevant to science
education standards (Schmidt, Wang, McKnight, 2011).
Using stakeholder feedback to hone standards
In order to obtain further expertise, four design teams were established to conduct
preliminary research and develop draft materials for consideration by the full committee
(NRC, 2011). Committee work was informed by the philosophy that, while there is need
for change in K-12 science education, pushing the system too fast and too far could result
in abandonment of the effort (Weiss, Paisley, Smith, Banilower, & Heck, 2004). The
design teams were to focus on earth and space science, life science, physical science and
engineering and technology. These teams were directed by a leader in each educational
content area, and consisted of more practitioners than were on the original blended
committee. The operating theory being that the design teams would provide an important
level of detailed input, and the committee would be the consensus integrating the four
content areas (Keller & Pearson, 2012).
Through the feedback of committees, intent on science reform, the momentum
grew as the NRC continued to reform science education with their creation of A
Framework for K-12 Science Education. The Framework served as the basis for the
state-developed Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), which set expectations for
what students should know and be able to do (NGSS Lead States, 2013). In this more
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contemporary view of science education development of what became the NGSS began
in 2010.
Creation of the NGSS
Development of the NGSS was a combined process, considering the Framework
and the work of the twenty-six lead states. The Framework provided a solid foundation
in current science and learning research on the science concepts all K-12 students should
know and the science and engineering practices they should be able to do. The
Framework describes three dimensions for standards: science and engineering practices,
crosscutting concepts, and core ideas in science disciplines. The second phase of the
development began as a state-led effort, managed by Achieve, in which twenty-six states
pledged to consider adopting the new NGSS. Each state also committed to create a broadbased team of K-12 representatives who would provide feedback on drafts of the
standards. Drafts of the standards underwent multiple reviews, including two publicly
released drafts, which provided all interested and involved individuals and groups with an
opportunity to inform the proposed content and practices as well as the organization of
the NGSS. The final NGSS document was developed through the collaborative effort of
all twenty-six lead states in cooperation with stakeholders in science, science education,
higher education, and business and industry.
This process resulted in a set of rigorous, high-quality K-12 science education
standards that passed a final review for fidelity by the NRC. The NRC reviewers, using
the vision and content of the framework, evaluated the consistency of the final draft
NGSS compared to the framework. Finally, the National Academies Press published the
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final document (NGSS Lead States, 2013). The state of Kentucky voted to adopt the
NGSS in June of 2013 and incorporate it into their Kentucky Academic Standards.
History of the NGSS Summary
Science education reformers advocated for change while acknowledging the
current standards they were replacing (Hodson, 2003). The known documented history
of science standards was in response to various stakeholder feedback (researchers,
teachers, politicians, and practitioners all played a role) and influenced by American
nationalism. Feedback remained at the heart of the process of change while national
ambition surrounded the overall process of shifting content focus and
instruction. Feedback has been provided by various stakeholders as various reform
efforts in the classroom have changed from one of scientific literacy to sciencetechnology-society to inquiry, and finally integration. Additionally, external influences
have also played a role in changing content focus and instruction in classrooms (e.g.
ranging from the Space Race to No Child Left Behind). Finally, the NGSS ensured
teacher feedback was utilized in order to create the standards currently used in
classrooms.
Teacher Implementation of the NGSS
Introduction
In order to be recognized as feedback instead of public opinion an intermediary
step of involvement with the subject must take place (Soroka & Wlezien, 2010). An
organized approach to collecting an opinion from knowledgeable stakeholders has been a
mechanism for states seeking true feedback on standards (Marzuki, 2015) Teacher
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implementation is an important aspect of gaining teacher feedback of standard
effectiveness as it can vary by individual (Gehrke, Cocchiarella, Harris, & Puckett,
2014). Prior interpretation of the intent of the standards results in specific enactment of
instruction, and teacher feedback typically comes after reflection of the classroom
experience (Kelcherman, 2009). In fact, out of curriculum available, as of 2018, nearly
half of all published materials being used in classrooms were published before 2009
(Smith, 2020). Therefore, out-of -date curriculum may impact teacher implementation
and the feedback provided by teachers may also be out of date.
Teachers must understand both content and structure of the NGSS, as well as how
to adjust their teaching practice to meet these new standards (Reiser, 2013; Windschitl,
Schwarz, & Passmore, 2014). With the release of the NGSS and its adoption, science
educators are being asked to transform the way they think about the content by
interpreting the standard and developing new ways to teach it. To implement the NGSS,
teachers must reconsider how the science content is taught, how students build their
understanding of that content, and how ideas fit together to tell a coherent story (Reiser,
2013). The resulting implementation of standards is an important aspect in understanding
the framework of this study as it informs both the positives of standard implementation
and the challenges. Furthering this, research has shown districts’ choice of curriculum
(which statistically would be out of date) reflecting standards varies greatly (Berland &
Reiser, 2011; Herrenkohl & Cornelius, 2013) could impact the feedback provided by
teachers after implementation and reflection. Therefore, the process of teacher
interpretation, with its positive outcomes and its challenges in the standard
implementation could be explored to gain a more holistic picture of why teachers are
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having challenges with the NGSS. As there have been several positive developments in
the translation and enacting of the NGSS, there too have been some challenges.
Challenges of Teacher Translations
One challenge is lack of clarity, or coherence on what the standard or the related
Performance Expectation (PE) is trying to accomplish, (Siebert-Evenstone, 2021), has
been identified as a major challenge for teachers (Fulmer, Tanas, Weiss, 2017). Secondly,
teachers struggle assimilating their personal beliefs with what a scientist can do and
student capabilities (Achara, 2019; Bryan, 2003). Finally, teachers’ personal feelings
about the relevance of science content or their confidence teaching science can result in a
failure to reflect the expectation set forth by the PE and, hence, their interpretation can
result in a negative feedback of the translation of the standards (Reiser, Novak, Mcgill,
2017).
PE confusion
Existing curricula are not currently designed to support teachers’ integration
efforts; therefore, the lack of defined quality work of the standard many times impacts the
feedback teachers provide because of their frustration with the standard
(English, 2016). The vision of the Framework and the NGSS is for students to use
scientific and engineering practices as a means for students to show evidence they are
able to apply knowledge (NRC, 2016b). This effort is made more difficult by the nature
of science being ill-defined historically, leading to various definitions of what scientific
and engineering practices are and what they can look like in the classroom (Ring, Dare,
Crotty, & Roehrig, 2017). This multitude of definitions lead to confusion as to what is
important in science teaching, the content or the nature of science. Vague terms from the
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PE, such as “deep understanding” or “strong” has led to challenges for teachers to
interpret what successful mastery of the standards look like (Pruitt, 2014). The lack of
agreement on the PE terminology could be an inadvertent quality of the subject
matter. For example, LaDue, Libarkin, and Thomas (2015) argue that the SEPs are used
differently across science disciplines (e.g. earth to life science), which can afford
different opportunities for integration and implementation. For example, Appendix F lists
the SEPs, and one practice is developing and using models. The models developed
exploring global climate change in a biology class may be one of plant phenology, while
in chemistry class, the molecular build-up of carbon dioxide may be utilized. This
unequal representation, while both correct, can lead to confusion over how to develop
and use models.
The standards and the PE are targets for the end of a particular grade or level,
could be revisited at different times in a lesson sequence, and do not serve as a basis for a
standalone unit. So, this bundling, and parsing, of standards and their PEs leads to
teacher frustration as clear lesson sequences are not defined (Krajcik et al., 2014).
Attempting to plan out these lesson sequences or units continue to frustrate teachers as
the PE sequence has no coherent flow leading to challenging interpretations and can
result in negative feedback (Nordine et al., 2017).
Conceptualization not representative of intent of standard
Not only is standard translation challenging to accomplish, but Ring et al., (2017)
also found that practicing science teachers conceptualized standards in various ways and
that these conceptions change over time as teachers interpret standards into
curriculum. Conceptualization could be as unique as the teacher themselves, with each
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teacher bringing their outside experience with science and content knowledge to the
classroom. As content knowledge deepens, or outside experience changes, so does
teachers’ conceptualization of the nature of science (Ring et al., 2017). These changing
conceptions have led teachers to not be comfortable with adapting their pedagogy to any
new standards as it fails to meld with their personal beliefs (Wilde, 2018). Also of note,
science teachers lack an understanding of the nature of engineering, limiting their ability
to effectively interpret standards for science instruction (Cunningham & Carlsen, 2014).
The PE itself is meant to be a translation of the standard; teachers are often seen adapting
the PE of the standard back to one more in line with their own conceptions which are
novice understandings of engineering (Ring et al., 2017). The changing
conceptualization, failure to adapt pedagogy, and novice understanding of engineering
can create more frustration in teachers. This level of frustration can manifest as negative
feedback about the standard to those responsible for altering or deleting standards.
The adaptation may also occur due to lack of assistance from tools designed to
unpack the NGSS standards. The EQuIP rubric, for example, has been a tool teachers
have used to interpret their lessons is not without faults (Neidorf et al., 2016). The
Rubric has undergone multiple iterations since its publication, has accompanying videos
for implementation, and supports the implementation of professional development, all of
which increase the challenge of teachers conceptualizing the intent of the standard
(Duncan, Chin, Barzalai, 2018). Another major fault is the EQuIP rubric fails to provide
recommendations for the scale of PE execution (Neidorf et al., 2016), and detailed
definitions of what adequate evidence would entail (Alonzo, 2013). Using or misusing
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this particular tool can also add to teacher frustration and result in negative feedback
regarding their experience with the NGSS.
Faulty Assumptions
Teachers often have translated the standards not based upon their beliefs but on
the perceived abilities of their students (Cess-Newsome, 2007). This interpretation in
many cases has led to PEs not being reflective of the standard translation (Perry &
Lawrence, 2017). Oftentimes when teachers do not believe in their students’ abilities, the
standard translated reflects this lower expectation, which can often be the case for
historically disenfranchised students in science (Weiner, 2016). Teachers who believe
they are drawing on local funds of student knowledge may not have an accurate
representation of their students. In many cases this misrepresentation leads teachers to
utilize specific classroom opportunities, such as experiments or data collection as
opposed to experiment design and limitations of models (which are SEPs), which
teachers believe their students are capable of (Perry & Lawrence, 2017). This lack of
belief in ability brings about problems for implementing the NGSS in a respectful and
equitable way (Licona, 2013; Seiler, 2013). Not only are the classroom opportunities
given by the teacher to the students based on perceived expectations, certain standards are
prioritized in the curriculum by teachers that they believe are easier (Licona, 2013). Low
expectations such as these often lead to low achievement in science, and the result may
be misplaced negative feedback toward the standards being too challenging.
The challenges presented with translating an all-encompassing set of science
standards has been difficult for teachers to accomplish. Confusion over the PEs, evolving
conceptualization of the nature of science, and an ever-changing population of students
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has highlighted the difficulties of implementing science standards to achieve the intent of
the standard.
Conceptual Framework
Figure 1 is presented below. To begin, the study’s framing is aligned within the
(a) science education reforms and revision, which were driven by public opinion
responding to international events such as the drop in United States scores exhibited on
the Program for International Student Assessment testing. Once the standards are
developed, teachers must next (b) interpret the nature of the reform and then translate the
standards into both curriculum and instruction within their respective classrooms; a
process that exhibits both challenges and positives of implementation. The interpretation
process represents an important aspect of the model as teachers may struggle to make
relevant the science standards and how they apply to their classroom (Ricketts, 2014).
Next, (c) classroom instruction occurs as teachers translate the standards into classroom
practice. From here, (d) reflective practice can occur as teachers reimagine their
instructional approaches and determine the outcomes of the new lesson. Finally, after
enough iterations of lessons, teachers can provide (e) feedback to policy and curriculum
makers on the challenges within classroom instruction based on their experiences in
hopes to influence (f) the next set of standards as they did with the NGSS. The focus of
this study pertains to the feedback provided by teachers, as stakeholders, who are aiming
to influence potential standards revisions given their expertise implementing the
standards in actual classrooms.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework

Original conceptual framework illustrating science standard reform via teacher feedback (Trzaskus,
2022).

Summary
Within this chapter I grounded the reader in understanding the process of science
standard reform. In that framework I also provide details as to where teacher translation
and teacher feedback are present. I discussed teacher translation as an important variable
in the framework but is not the focus of this study, and therefore was only
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acknowledged. The following chapter sets the framework to analyze teacher feedback
via public comment, which is what this study seeks to understand as it may drive changes
in science education reform.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, I describe and justify the study’s research design. I also detail the
study’s assumptions, limitations, and ethical assurances. The current study represents an
analysis of responses from participants who responded to a public survey administered by
the Kentucky Department of Education (KDE). The following research questions guided
the study:
1. What comments are conveyed via public survey by teachers regarding the
implementation of the Next Generation Science Standards?
2. What suggestions for improvement were given by teachers to alleviate the
challenges they have seen regarding implementation?
Research Context
Standards Review
In 1990, the Kentucky legislature began creating a process for reviewing all
academic standards and aligned assessments. The process was expanded and amended
through July of 2020, which aligns with the comments from this survey. The legislation’s
purpose was to “give all Kentuckians an opportunity to participate . . . and shall ensure
the public’s assistance in reviewing and suggesting changes to the standards. . .” (KRS
158.6453, sec. g;par. 1, 2020). In order to define what the public would be commenting
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on and limited to the Kentucky Department of Education stated the feedback would be on
standards only:
Standards outline what students are expected to learn in each grade to successfully
transition to the next level of learning. The curriculum or methods and resources
used to teach the standards is a separate issue, and decided at the local level
(KRS158.6453, sec. a, 2020).

In response to this call for feedback, a survey was created and advertised on January 22,
2021 and remained open until February 22, 2021. Participants were provided with the
opportunity to give feedback on all standards or self-selected areas of interest. All survey
responses were collected by The Region 5 Comprehensive Center.
The Region 5 Comprehensive Center has a mission to build the capacity of the
state education agencies of Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. Within
the state of Kentucky, the Center had three objectives, the accelerated learning
framework, economic shutdown impacts, and updating the state's science standards to
better align with current research and reflect stakeholder feedback. The Center collected
all data from the survey, provided descriptive statistics of participants, organized it by
standard, and created four categories:

1. Negative Comments—Critiques without suggestions for improvement
2. Suggestions for Improvements—Comments that include constructive

feedback
3. Positive Comments—Statements in support of performance expectations as

written
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4. Other Comments—Additional information that is not covered in the

aforementioned categories
Figure 2 below, represents a screen capture of the survey results which include how the
Region 5 Center categorized the participant responses. Screen captures of the document
are provided as the electronic copy obtained was a PDF file. The categories of the
responses, however, were not used through the course of this study’s analysis, instead
applying a grounded theoretical approach to extract emergent categories.
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Figure 2. Example of sorted data from Region 5
Center

Participants
Participation in this survey was open to any person in the state of Kentucky. In
order to court the stakeholders that would most likely respond, KDE posted the survey on
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their website, as well as linking it to their electronic publication Kentucky Teacher. The
communication is sent to Kentucky educators of all disciplines using the KDE’s public
delivery system which houses approximately 40,000 email addresses of teachers. In
addition to this platform, other methods of participant courting were done by public
announcement in education newsletters and encouraged teacher to teacher sharing. The
report notes teacher to teacher sharing was the most popular distribution method as over
half received the survey link from a colleague.
A total of 553 participants completed the survey. Not all who completed the
survey commented on all the standards. More than half had no suggested changes to any
portion of the NGSS. Of the 553 participants, 348 had no proposed changes or comments
at all. The remaining sample size is the 205 participants who commented on the
standards. Among those participants who provided comments, they did so on average for
a little over five performance expectations. Teachers comprised 448 participants of the
total 553. It is not noted how many of the 205 participants who commented were
teachers. The low response rate, (553 of a potential 40,000) should not be misconstrued
as acceptance of NGSS and its implementation. Nor should the overwhelming ratio of
negative to positive comments be misunderstood as a referendum against the NGSS as
negative comments from a public survey are far more common (Pikkareinen, 2021). This
context, was utilized in the interpretation of the data set.
The high participant drop-out rate is not uncommon for surveys with open-ended
questions (Andrews, Nonnecke, & Preece, 2003; Behrend et al., 2011; & Décieux et al.,
2015). There are several possibilities for why many participants dropped out, but most
often cited is the length of the survey (Hoerger, 2010). The question order of the survey
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included demographic information questions first, and then asked for opinion on all
science standards the participant wished to comment on. Many times, participants who
see multiple open-ended responses do not take the time to respond if there is no tangible
reward (Nestler et al., 2015). In other circumstances attrition and personality of the
participant cause them to end without responding (Hochheimer et al., 2016). However,
the assumption in which drop out participants had some level of satisfaction with the
NGSS should not be made. If a participant made any comment, even a “No comment” or
“N/a,” the Region 5 Comprehensive Center noted those comments. Furthermore,
participants were asked for their opinions on the standards both positive and negative.
Therefore, acceptance of the NGSS as is should not be implied by a participant who
dropped out of the survey.
As the overwhelming majority of participants were teachers, descriptive statistics
of all respondents (see Figures 3 & 4) serves as a useful estimate of the teacher sample,
and for clarity of writing the participants providing the data for this study will be referred
to as “teachers” even though a small percentage of them did not explicitly identify
themselves in that role.
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Figure 3. Grade level representation of participant teachers

Figure 4. Years of teaching experience of participants

Most teachers identified as working in a secondary school setting, 9 -12 grades with the
th

th

second largest concentration at the middle school levels (grades 6-8), with 11 grade, and
th

in middle school 7 grade, being the most frequently selected response of students taught;
th
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this is likely due to the fact that in Kentucky grades 7 and 11 are when the state
standardized test in science is administered. Almost half of the teacher participants had
ten years of teaching experience or less with 6-10 years being the most selected response.
Primary Data
As mentioned previously, 1,037 comments were provided regarding the NGSS
that were broken into categories by the Region 5 Center prior to public release. A
summary of this breakdown is found on Table 1. High school life science had the most
total comments at 177, and Kindergarten had the fewest.
Table 1
Comments made on PEs by grade and category as assigned by the Region 5 Center
GRADE NEGATIVE SUGGESTION POSITIVE OTHER TOTAL
3
8
0
2
13
K
0
4
0
10
14
1
16
4
0
1
21
2
1
7
0
6
14
3
18
80
0
17
115
4
8
6
0
14
28
5
38
69
0
42
149
MSPS
33
75
0
7
115
MSLS
28
33
1
16
78
MSES
35
54
1
17
107
HSPS
24
111
2
40
177
HSLS
8
27
0
10
45
HSES
*MSPS–Middle School Physical Science; MSLS–Middle School Life Science; MSES
Middle School Earth Science; HSPS–High School Physical Science; HSLS–High School
Life Science; HSES–High School Earth Science
Figure 5 below, is a screen capture of the comments for 08-LS4-1 to aid the
reader in understanding the variety of the comments, their length and their content.
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Figure 5. Comments from 08-LS4-1

Within the responses collected, feedback was also solicited regarding the
Engineering and Technology Standards. In brief, respondents were asked to vote whether
the Engineering and Technology Standards should be (1) embedded into the Kentucky
Academic Standards, (2) be incorporated as a stand-alone standard, (3) mixed in some
way, or (4) other suggestions. This prompt yielded 161 comments, none of which were
attributed to teachers. 84 responses signaled these standards should be embedded, 12
stated stand alone, 10 mixed, and 55 had other suggestions. Due to the purpose of the
data source, these votes were not utilized within the current study.
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Data Sourcing & Analysis
Data Sourcing
Although the categories were predetermined by Region 5 Center, this
classification of comments was not continued within the study’s forthcoming
analysis. The methods used by the Region 5 Center were not relayed in their report and
validity could not be determined, and so this study began with the unedited comments as
its source data. Once the report was complete, I requested the document through KDE
open records request and received the document within 72 hours. The document
contained all demographics of participants, quantification of comments on the Region 5
Center’s classification, word clouds of frequently occurring words in comments on
standards, and the comments verbatim attached to the standards. These verbatim
comments were taken and analyzed according to the following methodology.
Data analysis
The primary data, which were the verbatim comments, were coded in a three-step
process. The first cycle illustrates how descriptive codes were created from the primary
data. Second, descriptive codes were sifted, and rebuilt around several central themes via
a method of axial coding. Once all codes were included in grouping of like themes, or
excluded, then the third round of coding from those themes took place. In the third round
of coding, focused coding, the central themes were analyzed, compared, and focused in
order to create connections among the axial codes. Finally, hypotheses were generated
based on thematic categories in order to answer the study’s research questions. This
process was completed utilizing constructed grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006).
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Constructed Grounded Theory
Constructed grounded theory allows this study to focus on reducing the data into
manageable segments through the application of inductive codes. This reorganization of
data allows for the verification of data-driven conclusions (Charmaz, 2006; Miles &
Huberman, 1994). The study’s primary source of data (i.e. survey comments) varied in
length and complexity. Interpretation of the meaning of the data is appropriate in this
methodological approach. Constructed grounded theory provides the researcher ways to
systematically describe the data for constructing meaning (Goldman, Graesser & van den
Broek, 1999), and can be applied to any form of data where in a researcher seeks to
generate meaning from the data (Früh, 2007; Groeben & Rustemeyer, 1994; Holsti, 1969;
Krippendorff, 2004; Mayring, 2000; 2010; Shapiro & Markoff, 1997).
The grounded theory methodology consists of a three-step coding process in data
analysis. The first step is descriptive coding, where the data will be analyzed for
noteworthy statements and significant themes related to how stakeholders perceive their
utilization of the NGSS. The descriptive coding remains closely related to the verbatim
data in order to remain open to the ideas that emerge (Glaser, 1978). For example, if the
primary data is “Not significant to daily life of non college bound science” the resulting
code would be “lack of significance/relevance.” During this cycle of coding I reuse
words or phrases from participants allowing for the emergence of thematic codes which
may answer one or both of the research questions. For ease of analysis, data is next
categorized into repeated ideas and grouped into a chart or cluster of axial codes (Brand
& Wallace, 2012). This categorization reflects the “constant comparative method”
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967) to make analytic distinctions in the data.
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There is a potential data could yield multiple codes due to the complexity and
multiple ideas expressed by stakeholders within their comments. Regardless of
emergence, clustered descriptive codes would be compared to identify potential broader
themes during the second cycle. The complex nature of the data leads to making
inferences beyond verbatim words provided. Due to this, descriptive coding is more
appropriate in short phrases rather than singular nouns (Berger, 2014). Coding in phrases
allows for a deeper analysis of primary data beyond the first cycle of coding (Saldana,
2016).
Overview of the Three Step Process of Constructed Grounded Theory
All data is first uploaded to a qualitative data management software program for
organization and analysis (NVivo, 2014). The inductive analysis strategies of constructed
grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006) guides all phases of analysis. Constructed grounded
theory is an appropriate strategy as data become named via newly created
codes. Knowledge of what these codes are constructed by the data, coding frame, and
focus of the research question. These descriptive codes are generated and clustered as
axial codes (Charmaz, 2006) which are used to consolidate the initial descriptive codes
into broader, inter-related focused codes, in the later steps of the coding process (Fielding
& Fielding, 1986). The final phase of analysis involves the testing of inductively
generated focused codes that give assertions for “evidentiary warrant,” which is an
assertion, not proof, to persuade the audience the generalizations made by the researcher
about the data are reasonable (Erickson, 1986)..
First cycle descriptive coding is spontaneous, keeping in mind that codes can be
tentative and change their meaning through further rounds of analysis. The speed of the
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coding allows me to utilize my coding frame and subjectivity in a natural way. Once a
spontaneous descriptive code is created, it is not revisited or altered during the first
cycle. This process creates several codes that may be very similar in their meaning and
are sifted or combined during later phases of coding. Furthermore, descriptive coding of
the primary data is utilized due to the length and nuanced levels that may be seen in the
primary data upon initial analysis. Descriptive coding allows more flexibility than line
by line or paragraph coding (Miles, Huberman, & Saldana, 2014).
Analytic memos were periodically made throughout the first cycle coding
process. The memos allowed the researcher to capture pieces of data verbatim that
exemplified the descriptive code given, thoughts relevant to further analysis of data,
portions of the conceptual framework which were highlighted by the code, or possibility
of occupation of the participant. Also, memos were utilized to capture researcher
reflections, questions about the data, and other thoughts or musings concerning the
data. Most of the content written in the analytic memos was not displayed within the
findings, but instead utilized to further inform the research and keep the researcher
focused on the framework and research questions during analysis. An example of a
researcher creating an analytic memo can be found in Appendix A.
For example, the following descriptive codes were clustered within a broader
inter-related category: “lack of significance/relevance; culturally bias/inappropriate;
students lack understanding; unable to accomplish,” would all be paired together and
given an active verb phrase of “lacking preparation to teach,” during the second step.
The second step was axial coding in which patterns are identified. In this part of
the process, the most frequent or most significant codes are used in order to sift through
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the large amount of resulting data (Charmaz, 2006). The goal of this cycle was to create a
central skeleton which unites the descriptive codes. The sifting was completed once axial
categories are created through comparing codes to codes and all descriptive codes have
been included or excluded (Hoonaard, 1997).
Lastly, focused coding was used to narrow the responses into core categories that
have a similar theme which were considered to be evidentiary themes. These themes can
be overarching and represent the central thesis of this research, and was the core idea
behind the emerging theory (Charmaz, 1991a). The theme can be an existing category
that was derived earlier, or it may be a new category derived from the previous cycles of
coding (Charmaz, 2006). For the purposes of this study, axial codes such as “lacking
preparation to teach; lacking resources; lacking specificity,” could be made into an
evidentiary statement of “teacher preparation and personal experience is lacking”. The
conclusion of this step is the verbalization of the theory answering the research questions
of what messages do Kentucky science teachers wish to convey to policymakers.
Cycle 1 coding—descriptive codes
The study’s primary data source consists of a compilation of comments given to
the KDE in response to a survey taken by various stakeholders. In total, there were 1,037
collected comments which were sorted across the categories. Out of those comments,
744 were unique comments which did not repeat across multiple standards. These
comments were represented in the first cycle of coding data creating 744 new
codes. From these 744 new descriptive codes, many were repeated, and a total of 194
unique descriptive codes were created for the second cycle analysis. A full display of all
descriptive codes is located in Appendix B.
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Descriptive Coding Process
The descriptive coding process of this study led to a categorized inventory of the
primary data’s contents which allowed for an organizational grasp on the study (Saldana,
2016). Table 2 below illustrates the creation of descriptive codes from primary data. The
table shows the descriptive code, and the selection of primary data that informed the
descriptive code.
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Table 2
Examples of primary data which gave rise to descriptive code
Descriptive Code

Stakeholder Comment (excerpts)

Difficult to assess

How does one measure “ask questions”?
Difficult standard to test and assess.
Difficult to assess.
Difficult to realistically graph and assess.
This needs to be tiered. Students at different levels would expect
to understand this differently.
Needs to be tiered. Students are not at the same levels
mathematically.
Tier it. The mathematical relationships here are extremely
complex.
This needs to be tiered.
This should be tiered.
It sounds like someone wrote it with a specific project/task in
mind and that should not be the focus of our standards.
Too specific for general physical science.
This is a very specific standard.
Could be combined to form a broader topic or standard that you
are reaching for.
This is too narrow of a focus.
Not significant to daily life of non college bound science.
This should not be a science period.
Ideally not all high school students need this standard in order to
be successful in the field.
Why is this included in any standards beyond those for
geologists?
This is too abstract for most 6 graders.
Very abstract thinking is needed to apply these ideas.
Some students are able to understand the abstract ideas here
while many are stuck in the concrete level.
Abstract thinking eludes many students regarding this
phenomena.
This also needs to be less theoretical.

Tier the standard

Focus is too
specific

Not significant or
relevant

Too abstract for
students

th
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Cycle 2 coding—Axial coding
Introduction
During the second cycle of coding, the inventory of descriptive codes were placed
in categories or themes that were “split” or “fractured” during the first cycle process
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998, pg. 124). This was done to determine which of the 194
descriptive codes were the most dominant, organize synonyms, and remove redundancy
to display the most representative codes (Boeije, 2010).
Axial coding process
The process of placing the descriptive codes into categories happened quickly, but
I remained open to naming the axial code until all codes were sifted once. In order to
pursue this process effectively, Miles, Huberman, and Saldana, (2014) suggest chunking
codes loosely with each other so codes can be rearranged as needed. Following this
recommendation, all first cycle codes were combined to show the previously mentioned
194 unique descriptive codes. Next, these codes were printed onto paper, cut out
individually, and placed on a large surface to be physically manipulated and
categorized. A photo of this process can be seen in Appendix C.
As this process unfolded, categories emerged and relationships were shown
through like properties. The dimension of the properties and their level of importance
were checked against the code count of Appendix A in order to ensure the most
representative codes remained. To illustrate the nuance within the axial codes, short
phrases were placed between the axial code and the descriptive code in order to see the
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connection clearly between the codes. An example of the process is illustrated below on
Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Sample Axial Coding display with descriptive codes

Move standard (20)

Just
completely

Remove (15)

Because of a

Disjointed progression (15)

It should

Move to 7th (25)

Progression (6)

OR
The
th

Move to 6 (14)
PE should be
earlier (3)

OR
Move to 8th (12)

OR
Moved up (3)

OR

Moved down (2)

OR

Move to 4th (2)

The axial code can be found at the top of the figure, along with the number of times it
was coded as a descriptive code in parentheses. Modifiers to the code are displayed
below showing how each component relates to the new axial code. The arrows are
weighted differently based upon how many times the modifier code occurred in the first
cycle, and those numbers are located next to the modifier code in parentheses. The result
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of this process was the creation of fifteen axial codes with at minimum two distinct
modifiers. A list of all axial codes and their connecting descriptive code modifiers can be
found in a table in Appendix D.
Several codes appeared to have their own distinct meaning and could not be
related back to a central theme. Prior to sifting these codes out, I compared these unique
descriptive codes to each of the newly established axial codes for possible
insertion. When this process did not yield results, the primary data of the code was
examined. If there were potential connections, the code being referred to in an analytic
memo, or connection to other distinct codes they were grouped on their own axis. If none
of the conditions listed above existed, then the code was removed from further
analysis. A total of twenty-seven descriptive codes were sifted out during this cycle,
leaving 167 unique descriptive codes, supported by 703 stakeholder comments,
categorized into 13 axial codes. A list of the 13 axial codes can be found below in Table
3.
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Table 3
Axial codes with associated descriptive codes and supporting primary data
Axial Code

# of Descriptive Codes # of Primary Data

Complexity
Students
Move standard

Relevance
Locality
Clarity
Resources
Teachers
Knowledge
Addition
Wordy
Assessment
Redundancy

TOTAL

28
27
18
14
14
14
12
11
9
8
5
4
3
167

113
57
115
28
23
163
42
30
47
41
21
11
12
703

Cycle 3—Focused coding
Introduction
During the final phase of coding, axial codes were synthesized to represent large
chunks of data. Through the process of focused coding, I created codes that gave rise to
potential answers to the study’s research questions with the overall goal being to
determine the adequacy of the codes I created from previous cycles. By taking this
approach, I was able to determine the participants’ meanings from their answers given by
the survey prompt.
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Focused coding process
In this cycle of coding the research questions were utilized to guide the final
coding cycle. The content of the descriptive and axial codes were analyzed to determine
answers to one or both research questions. First, the axial codes were analyzed,
synthesized, and grouped into a broader theme. Then, the axial codes were lumped
together by how they answered the research question. Next, a priori of evidence was
created using each axial code to determine if the focused code narratively answers the
research question succinctly and completely. In some cases, axial codes leant themselves
to answering both of the research questions. In those cases, Dey, (2007) suggests that
connections be made by categorizing data, and admitting that there may not be clearly
defined boundaries. When there are no clear boundaries, I determined the degrees of
belonging the codes have in each category and described those relationships along with
the strength of the relationship (Dey, 2007). By allowing the analysis of the focus codes
to be flexible, I limited preconceived notions of the data and increased the trustworthiness
of the study. All of the decisions made regarding coding were based upon my coding
frame.
Coding Frame
The researcher utilizes the study’s frame during analysis as an exploratory
approach to the data with the goal of illuminating stakeholder, presumably teacher
feedback, concerning the NGSS. The study’s analysis was to better understand the
challenges seen by stakeholders which could include, (a) the willingness to implement
the NGSS; (b) their [teacher] experiences or preparedness for such a task; (c) their
[teacher] knowledge of or relevance to the standards. (It was assumed that teachers are
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the participants who have the most knowledge as to the effectiveness of
implementation. This is discussed as a limitation of this study later). Throughout this
form of analysis, constructed grounded theory positions the researcher to utilize the
coding frame while reflecting on the study’s research questions, through their own
relevant subjectivity, and themes emerging from the data (Schrier, 2006). The researcher
uses active verbs throughout analysis, particularly when the data set is associated with
potential change or areas of improvement as the data are relevant for study (Finelli, Daly,
& Richardson, 2014). Given the types of complex extensive data, data reduction is used
to hone the focus of what data will be more valuable than other data based on the focus of
the research question (Groeben & Rustemeyer, 1994).
Researcher Subjectivity
Codes are subjective, and will reflect the researcher’s experiences, knowledge,
and interpretation of the data presented (Atkinson, 1996). Although coding is subjective,
it comes from a place of authority as I (the researcher) have similar experiences as the
participants. To increase the trustworthiness of the coding frame I will address my
subjectivity now. The researcher is the individual creating the codes from the statements
created from the survey in order to find the main theme or themes that Kentucky science
educators wish to convey. I am an appropriate vehicle for this methodology as my
personal experiences match the most common participant (Kentucky science educator) of
the study to analytically infer the themes that may be extracted from the descriptive initial
codes. I am a Kentucky science educator with his own opinions regarding the NGSS,
their effectiveness, and their worthiness to students. I have worked for 6-10 years in the
teaching profession which mirrors the majority of the participants. Next, during that time
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span, I have been asked to teach all of the NGSS science standards in high school, which
is the level of standards commented on the most. Furthermore, my teaching career began
as the NGSS began in the classroom, and as such I am personally aware of some of the
successes and challenges of the roll out. Finally, I have made every effort to stay open to
the themes in the data; however, personal experiences will affect the coding, analysis and
themes created.
Assumptions, Trustworthiness, and Ethical Considerations
Several assumptions took place in regards to the study, mostly concerning the
equitable collection of the data prior to analysis. It is assumed this research data obtained
through open records are accurate, complete, and unaltered. It is also assumed
participants gave legitimate responses regarding the PEs and had some interaction with
the PEs as stakeholders. Another assumption is responses in the data were reflective of
teachers as most participants identified as such. Finally, it is assumed that these
comments were made in order to support, improve, or change Kentucky science
standards. A separate assumption acknowledges the selection bias of those who
participated in the research. The participation appears to be biased towards data that
recognizes individuals who seek changes within the NGSS and not those who agree with
the changes which the NGSS has implemented.
Trustworthiness
Transferability refers to the idea that the findings gathered from the data can be
applied to other similar settings and context (Brand & Wallace, 2012; Korstjen & Moser,
2018; Mandal, 2018; Yin, 2012). Based upon the specific nature of the study, there may
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be a lack of transferability to other studies. The group of stakeholders are identified;
however, comments in the data are not attributed to any one individual making it
impossible to guarantee that they came from a teacher. Also, the dynamic nature of
education leads to teachers coming and going quickly; therefore, the participants may no
longer be a stakeholder in education or engage with the NGSS. However, the scope of
transferability in any qualitative study is narrower, and is not intended to be fully
transferable (Creswell, 2014).
Transferability
The transferability of this study is realized by the feedback and review of
standards process. As Kentucky was one of the earliest adopters of the NGSS, educators
in the state have had arguably the most experience with the standards. Teachers who
work with the standards communicate their successes and challenges. These areas of
growth and success may be present in other states that have not moved as far into the
adoption process of the NGSS. This study can serve as a roadmap of potential pitfalls
and points to emphasize as other states move through the adoption process.
Dependability
Dependability refers to whether the research findings are replicable and consistent
(Korstjen & Moser, 2018; Mandal, 2018). Dependability for the study was achieved by
providing in-depth descriptions of the study procedures, data analysis, and review of the
entire study by a committee of field experts (Creswell, 2014; Donnelly & Trochim,
2008).
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Ethical considerations
For this study, although individuals responded to the initial prompts and remained
anonymous, since the survey used human participants, honoring privacy was a primary
concern. To address this concern directly, the researcher obtained approval from the
University of Louisville’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). The Belmont Report,
(Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1979), discusses tenets of respect of
persons, beneficence, and justice, which were addressed in this study. Participant
stakeholders volunteered their time and opinions willingly providing useful data for the
survey. This reflects the tenet respect for persons.
The second tenet, beneficence, or do no harm, was displayed in the following
ways. For this research, all participants volunteered for the survey. As all identities
remain unknown to the researcher, no recourse, positive or negative can be had on the
participants.
Finally, the tenet of justice was realized by the participant stakeholders as this
report will be made available to researchers and other legislative bodies who influence
curriculum and standards. If participants gave opinions which highlight deficits in the
NGSS and ask for improvements, their comments would be directed appropriately to
those that would have influence over changing standards, curriculum development, or
material procurement.
SUMMARY
Chapter III presented the study’s research design. The study will examine teacher
feedback concerning the challenges of implementation of the NGSS as well as the
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suggestions for improvement. Data was obtained from this study by an open records
request to the Kentucky Department of Education. KDE, in collaboration with Region 5
Comprehensive Center Network, made public the results of a survey including classifying
the teachers’ comments as negative, suggestions for improvement, positive, or
other. Although these categories are provided, they were not considered in the
analysis. An explanation of the data coding and thematic development processes for the
research questions of this study was provided. The data analysis was conducted through
the lens of emerging thematic data to answer the research questions. Limitations were
addressed as well as assumptions about the data collection and participants. The chapter
concluded with ethical concerns and protections for participants were explained to ensure
the trustworthiness of the study. An in-depth analysis of the findings from this research
study is provided in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS

In this chapter I display the emergent themes from data analyzed by the
methodology presented in Chapter III. These themes are organized by how they
influence teacher implementation and teacher feedback. For implementation, teachers
read the standard prior to designing instruction, and when there is disconnect for the
teacher a challenge occurs. These challenges emerged in the focus codes of Chapter III
and organized in Chapter IV to answer research question one. Teacher feedback occurs
after lesson implementation. The themes of feedback teachers had after implementation
also emerged as focus codes in Chapter III. These codes apply to research question two,
teacher suggestions for improvement.
Research Question 1—Teacher feedback on challenges
The majority of feedback teachers gave about the NGSS highlighted challenges
associated with classroom implementation. Teachers commented that the NGSS were not
clear, too complex, and provided too high of expectations for both teachers and
students. Within the three focused codes created, support was garnered for the codes
from primary data and researcher subjectivities. The primary data through the
researcher’s subjectivity allowed for a synthesis of data and ultimately an answer to the
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research question. The answer is described in three sections, clarity of NGSS, teacher
ability, and stakeholder expectations of students.
Clarity of the NGSS
The most pronounced categories that emerged dealt with the lack of clarity in the
NGSS as espoused by teachers. Several comments revealed frustrations stemming from
the wording of the standards, citing issues with verbiage and complexity of the language.
Within the focused code of clarity, two related subcategories emerged, specificity and
understanding, both relating to how clear the standards are to the teachers. The overall
focused code of clarity represented 301 comments, 23 descriptive codes, and 6 axial
codes. The number of comments within this category justifies it becoming a focused
code. In terms of the subcategory specificity, excerpts of comments embedded within
this subcategory of code are listed below:
Very vague. / There needs to be more specificity here. / I wish there were more
specifics for teachers to follow. / Wordy – be more specific about what is
expected. / Be more specific with what you want.
The recurrent use of the word specific within the data illustrates the importance of
this subcategory. It can be inferred from the adversarial style of comments that teachers
ask for more examples or guidelines of what the authors of the NGSS believe are
required for students to become scientifically literate citizens. By providing a clearer
roadmap for teachers to follow, it is possible, the teachers believe students can be
scientifically literate, but the NGSS in its current form is too challenging because it lacks
specificity in its intent. For teachers the lack of specificity presents, in a nuanced
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manner, the feeling of hopelessness. Analyzing the exact words of the data, “I wish”; “. .
. is expected”; “you want”, all present a level of conflict between presumably the teachers
and the intent of the NGSS. These words reinforce the framing of this study. If the
comments are from teachers, those making the comments have tried to implement the
NGSS, but believe they have not achieved the intent of the NGSS. Presumably, the
teachers are uncertain how specific they must be in their implementation. It can be
inferred from the comments that after reflecting if they have accomplished the intent of
the standard, teachers reflect and lament how well they have achieved the intent.
It is possible teachers presented their frustration with their understanding of the
standards by providing comments such as this; “I even have a hard time understanding
this as an adult.”; “It is unclear what this means.” “What does that even mean?”; “I have
sat through dozens of trainings on these NGSS standards and no one has a firm grip on
them”; “Present in 4 grade appropriate language.”; “This standard needs to be broken
th

down into smaller chunks.” The comments shown here potentially illustrate the need for
changes in the NGSS as the language is such that teachers do not
understand. Participants voiced their concerns noting the expectations of understanding
were too high for students. Participant's concern of the understanding, of students and
teachers illustrates frustration just as the first subcategory illustrates. This feeling of
frustration and possibly cynicism is best exemplified by the comment, “I have sat through
dozens of trainings on these NGSS standards and no one has a firm grip on them.” This
comment shows the frustration of many teachers as they share their lack of understanding
of the intent of the standard. Furthermore, the comment is cynical, claiming no one is
capable of understanding the intent of the standard.
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The two subcategories of specific and understanding are closely related to the
focused code of clarity. Within the subcategories, teachers show different levels of need
ranging from a more specific roadmap, to voicing post-reflection frustrations of how to
effectively implement the standard when there is a lack of understanding. In all cases,
teachers believe the intent of the standard cannot be met with the clarity of the language
of the NGSS.
Teacher ability
Teachers are the primary instrument for enacting the NGSS in the
classroom. Oftentimes effective instruction is linked to student outcomes; however,
teachers’ ability to translate, reflect on, and then adjust instruction to meet the intent of
the standards is important in student learning (Suppovitz, 2001). Regarding the NGSS,
comments noted teachers did not have the ability to effectively implement the NGSS for
multiple reasons. The focused code of teacher ability encompassed 53 excerpts, 14
descriptive codes, and 4 axial codes. Excerpts of comments leading to this focused code
are listed below:
I’ve been at this for 24 years and don’t have this information in my head nor the
ability to decipher exactly what is expected. / Many teachers don’t know where to
get the resources or how to supply the information to students to complete such a
standard. / All science teachers I have discussed it with have different ideas and
most just ignore it. / Our textbooks are weak in this area.
Inferring from this portion of the data the commenters were teachers as the most
repeated descriptive codes were, (standards are) unclear to teachers; teachers need more
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instruction; and overwhelm new teachers. Each of the descriptive codes show an
assumption. The descriptive codes impart beliefs in which teachers do not have the
ability to execute the intent of the standard. These comments may exhibit reflection in
practice. Within all of the 14 descriptive codes, no comments indicated possession, or
the use of I, me, or we, in which teachers are taking ownership of understanding the
intent of the standard. Inferring from this portion of data, there is disconnect between
teachers’ own perceived ability and colleagues’ ability. Teachers assumed they were not
capable of achieving the intent of the standard. There is a belief they lack either the
capability or the resources to fully realize the intent of the standard. Several participants,
presumably teachers or others familiar with school resources, noted the lack of available
resources, whether it was a full curriculum, data for analysis, or specific examples as the
main reason the NGSS was not doable in the classroom. Furthermore, the personal
experience of the participant was based on the belief on how teachers utilized the NGSS.
Terms from the primary data included “overwhelm” and “frustrate” specifically
referring to new teachers who have little to no classroom experience. These terms, which
appeared in clarity as well, show emotions which may come from reflection after lesson
implementation. Although these emotions may be from teacher participants, it is not
possible to attribute the emotions to them. However, the strength of the emotion shows a
level of intentionality where the teacher is trying to implement the standard to the best of
their ability. Nonetheless, from the stakeholder comments, teacher ability to effectively
implement the NGSS is lacking, and they believe there are several approaches to alleviate
this issue such as more NGSS specific teacher training and adequate resources.
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Stakeholder expectations of students
Student abilities are not measured by these data; however, stakeholder perceived
expectations of the capability of students in understanding concepts as presented within
the NGSS was provided. Expectations for students have often been related to student
achievement; so, illustrating the stakeholder views of student ability becomes relevant
(Contreras, 2011). In this study, the focus code of student expectations encompasses 107
stakeholder comments, 17 descriptive codes, and 3 axial codes. Excerpts of comments
leading to this code are listed below:
If I handed this to a student they would have no idea what this looks like. / . . .
depth of this standard depends on math skills and may vary depending on which
year in high school students take biology. / I do not see how this would apply to a
2 grader. / This standard is very unrelatable to 6 graders [sic]. / too
nd

th

mathematically advanced to be understood by all learners. / It causes them to give
up because too many pieces that are expected for them to put together.
Stakeholder perceived determination of relevance for students and the specificity of the
content is another challenge of the NGSS. The espoused low opinion of student ability
by teachers was exhibited by alleging student knowledge and relevance with the NGSS
was lacking. One example is the descriptive code student background knowledge, which
houses this comment, “I teach this at the freshman level and the standards which require
students to plan and conduct their own investigations almost NEVER work.” As the
previous comment can be attributed to a teacher, they assume students do not have the
ability to meet the intent of the standard, and students’ lack of ability is a challenge to
implementing NGSS.
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Another example of teachers assuming students do not have the capability to
understand the intent of the standard comes from the descriptive code, expectations are
too high, which houses the comment, “It should be absolutely ridiculous by any
reasonable person that this is a standard. Does the average U.S. adult citizen really need
to understand stellar life cycles or spans?” This stakeholder comment acutely illustrates
their feelings of the standard not being relevant to students, or to anyone, and what
presumably teachers believe is necessary to be a scientifically literate citizen. What
teachers believe makes a scientifically literate citizen illustrates their wishes to change
the content focus of science education.
Another comment about HS-PS1-7. Use mathematical representations to support
the claim that atoms, and therefore mass, are conserved during a chemical reaction, was
“Splitting this standard into one standard about the mole concept and another about
stoichiometry is a much better representation of how understanding these ideas
progress.” In this case the stakeholder is making an assumption potentially after lesson
reflection in which students would better understand mathematical conversions if
students could learn about mole relationships separate to stoichiometry.
Summary of results for research question one stakeholder feedback on challenges
Three focused codes emerged from the previous cycles of data analysis to answer
the question, what feedback is conveyed via public comments by teachers regarding the
implementation of the Next Generation Science Standards? It can be inferred that the
codes show the participating teachers find the NGSS challenging to implement, and they
have three reasons supporting the challenge. First, teachers believe there is a lack of
clarity in the standard. The comments exhibited frustration in regards to the vagueness of
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the terminology, the science and math complexity, and the lack of specificity of success
of the standard. Second, teachers believe they lack the ability to teach the intention of the
standard. Several of the comments could be attributed to teachers directly based upon
possessive terms used. Within these data there were calls for more resources, feelings of
teachers being overwhelmed, and the assumption teachers do not have the ability to teach
the standard. Finally, there is an assumption by teachers that students at any level are not
capable of understanding the standards. They state the relevance or background
knowledge necessary to meet the standard is not something which students possess.
Research Question 2--Suggestions for improvement to alleviate challenges
Probable teacher feedback regarding the implementation of the NGSS was
negative and expressed a multitude of challenges inhibiting success of the
standard. Although challenges were named, it can be inferred teachers also gave both
general and concrete solutions to potentially improve the standards and presumably to
improve student learning. Among some of the improvements given were access to
resources, specific revisions of the standards, and the movement of standards in and out
of grade bands in order to create a more uniform progression of the standards.
Need for resources
Requests for resources are not uncommon in educational settings (Sellmann,
Beckmann, Panzlaff, Menzel, 2019). It can be inferred the feedback given was from
teachers which outlined the issue at hand, and asked for specific resources that would be
used to aid in teaching the NGSS. Some examples of comment excerpts which gave
concrete solutions:
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Give us some data to teach these standards; / My school has the resources to do
this both virtually and in person, but many schools do not and it is unfair to have
so many standards tied directly to materials that students need to learn; / Many
classrooms lack the ability to use computers
Based upon the comments, teachers would have reflected on their lesson and are
searching for ways to alter their classroom practice to benefit students. Specifically the
comment from 3-ESS3-1. Make a claim about the merit of a design solution that reduces
the impacts of a weather-related hazard, “May not be practical in the elementary
classroom due to limited freezer space availability.” This comment illustrates a teacher
wishing to do more within the classroom and is open to altering their instructional
practice based upon resources available. Likewise a comment from 4-PS4-2. Develop a
model to describe that light reflecting from objects and entering the eye allows objects to
be seen, “Again there are not enough resources to have all students participate in this
activity.” This probable teacher, post reflection, understands the intent of the NGSS
which is learning science through doing science. Their concern of lack of resources
makes them feel as if this is not a task they can accomplish.
The hanging indented paragraph above represents excerpts from 57 comments, 11
descriptive codes, and 4 axial codes. To gain a transparent view of the coding frame
being applied to the data, Table 4 shows the connection of the comments to the
descriptive codes to form the axial code Resources. Beyond just asking for resources,
stakeholders, presumably teachers, asked for specific tools to enhance or prepare for
instruction, sources of data to support teaching the phenomena, assessments to help
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teachers identify student misconceptions and adjust instruction, and professional learning
to help teachers translate the standard.
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Table 4
Descriptive codes from the Axial code Resources with excerpts of comments and
related standards

Descriptive
Code

FOSS curriculum
not aligned

Excerpt of comments
1. In years past the FOSS
curriculum taught plant and
animal structure and
function. However, this year it
was changed to only teach plant
structure and function

1. 4-LS1-1. Construct an
argument that plants and
animals have internal and
external structures that
function to support survival,
growth, behavior, and
reproduction

1. We have no money to
purchase model activities.

1. 06-ESS2-1. Develop a
model to describe the cycling
of Earth’s materials and the
flow of energy that drives this
process.

No money for
resources
2. Cannot be done in classroom
without a significant budget

Support standard
with resources
and
assessment

Teachers need
tools/resources

NGSS Standard

2. HS-LS4-6. Create or revise
a simulation to test a solution
to mitigate adverse impacts of
human activity on
biodiversity.

1. Have more support built in so
teachers know how to teach and
assess it

1. 07-PS4-3. Integrate
qualitative scientific and
technical information to
support the claim that
digitized signals are a more
reliable way to encode and
transmit information than
analog signals.

1. This standard requires the
construction, testing, and
modification for a device not all
schools can construct, test, and
modify.

1. 07-PS1-6. Undertake a
design project to construct,
test, and modify a device that
either releases or absorbs
thermal energy by chemical
processes.

2. Models to do this effectively
are often too complex to

2. HS-ESS2-4. Use a model to
describe how variations in the
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physically build in the high
school classroom

3. Many classrooms lack the
ability to use computers

Teachers need
tools/resources
(continued)

flow of energy into and out of
Earth systems result in
changes in climate.
3. HS-ESS3-3. Create a
computational simulation to
illustrate the relationships
among management of natural
resources, the sustainability of
human populations, and
biodiversity.

4. HS-PS3-1. Create a
computational model to
calculate the change in the
4. I have no issue with
energy of one component in a
creating a model to show energy system when the change in
flow, but a
energy of the other
COMPUTATIONAL model to
component(s) and energy
CALCULATE the change in
flows in and out of the system
energy
are known.

Textbooks are not
helpful

1. This is not even in our given
textbook and I feel that the
clarification statement goes
beyond what should be expected
in a general high school
chemistry class

1. HS-PS2-6. Communicate
scientific and technical
information about why the
molecular-level structure is
important in the functioning
of designed materials.

Other examples of possessives in the language illustrate that many teachers are
looking for more specific instruction on how to implement the NGSS. Comments such as
“There needs to be training offered in this (SEP) area,” illustrate that likely teachers
understand the content they are asked to teach, but cannot execute the application of the
content. Another point asking for more instruction was exhibited by this comment taken
from HS-LS1-2. Develop and use a model to illustrate the hierarchical organization of
interacting systems that provide specific functions within multicellular organisms. “. .
.the arbitrary wording of the standard puts extra work on me the teacher.” This point is
echoed by seven descriptive codes seeking to clarify the language of the standard in some
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manner and those descriptive codes representing 87 comments. A sample of descriptive
codes and comment excerpts with related standards can be found below on Table 5.
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Table 5
Descriptive codes with comments to clarify language of the standard

Descriptive
Code
Clarify
assessment
boundaries

Clarify intent of
standard

Clarify with
examples

Excerpt of comments

NGSS Standard

With SO many cells possible,
there needs to be an assessment
boundary as to which cells we
should focus on

07-LS1-2. Develop and use a
model to describe the function of
a cell as a whole and ways parts
of cells contribute to the
function.

STOP MAKING US DO
EXTRA WORK BY
DISSECTING THESE IN
ORDER TO ASSUME THE
INTENT

HS-LS4-1. Communicate
scientific information that
common ancestry and biological
evolution are supported by
multiple lines of empirical
evidence.

I wish there were more
specifics for us to follow

2-ESS1-1. Use information from
several sources to provide
evidence that Earth events can
occur quickly or slowly.
HS-LS2-1. Use mathematical
and/or computational
representations to support
explanations of factors that affect
carrying capacity of ecosystems
at different scales.

Clarity

I need clarification

Reword standard

This is not even in our given
textbook and I feel that the
clarification statement goes
beyond what should be
expected in a general high
school chemistry class

Reword verbs

Why does every standard need
to be about models? Can’t we
just ask them to describe the
cycle and assess that they
understand it?
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HS-PS2-6. Communicate
scientific and technical
information about why the
molecular-level structure is
important in the functioning of
designed materials.
06-ESS2-4. Develop a model to
describe the cycling of water
through Earth’s systems driven
by energy from the sun and the
force of gravity.

“Ask questions to clarify”
Verbiage Unclear doesn’t support a solid depth
and level of understanding.

HS-LS3-1. Ask questions to
clarify relationships about the
role of DNA and chromosomes
in coding the instructions for
characteristic traits passed from
parents to offspring.

Revising the wording of the standards
While being varied in their level of specificity, many teachers feel the NGSS
should be written in a more understandable fashion. Some felt as if the standards should
be written in student friendly language, others felt that SEPs should be simplified, and
some questioned the ability of students to perform the standard at the written level.
Although previously discussed in the specificity subcategory of the clarity focused code
in research question 1, these comments represent specific feedback concerning verbs or
phrases teachers believed needed altering. Feedback from this focused code represented
112 comments, 17 descriptive codes, and 4 axial codes. Examples include:
“Obtain and combine” these verbs are not normal academic terms for 4 grade; /
th

Teachers need more guidance here – WHAT design solutions? WHAT weatherrelated hazards?; / I guess I don’t know if I am teaching the “pattern” part of the
standard correctly; / Generate needs to be changed into a more student-friendly
word; / Generate not a 4 grade academic term. Instead “create”; / So many verbs:
th

Create or Revise to Test to Mitigate….Please simplify this; / Break down into
multiple standards in smaller chunks
These data were more general in nature; however, specific suggestions including a
complete rewriting of some standards were provided. Here is the original NGSS writing:
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06-ESS1-1. Develop and use a model of the Earth-sun-moon system to describe the cyclic
patterns of lunar phases, eclipses of the sun and moon, and seasons.
Feedback from one participant asked the rewrite to be:
Using Bloom's Taxonomy (not THESE necessarily, but something like this)ESS1-1 Develop and use a model of the Earth-sun-moon system to describe the
cyclic patterns of lunar phases, eclipses of the sun and moon, and seasons. ESS11a- Define and describe rotation and revolution as related to objects' movement in
space ESS1-1b- Predict lunar phases based on data provided (pictorial or
numerical) ESS1-1c- Evaluate models of the Earth-sun-moon system that show
patterns pf lunar phases, eclipses, or seasons ESS1-1d- Develop and use a model
of the Earth-sun-moon system to describe the cyclic patterns of lunar phases,
eclipses of the sun and moon, and seasons.
Rewriting a standard in this manner personified many participants’ suggestions for
improving the standards through direct feedback.
Other suggestions included more minor revisions regarding the SEP or portions of
the standards. Some of these suggestions included, “Competing design solutions needs to
be more detailed;” “In my opinion natural resources should be discussed in another
standard. Then organisms and populations of an ecosystem could be addressed in
another;” “Remove humans from the standard;” The intent of the suggestions may be
different as teachers are attempting to deal with multiple challenges in implementation;
however, the overarching theme of rewriting the standards to be more understandable for
students and teachers remains the same.
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Move standard from current place in progression
It can be inferred from the language, teachers shared concerns regarding when
standards were taught to students for several reasons. One concern was the lack of
knowledge the student would have at the particular grade band. A second concern is the
redundancy of standards or grouping like standards in the same grade band. The final
concern involves placement of standards that are disjointed, or have no natural
connection between standards or between content foci. This focused code represents 192
excerpts, 23 descriptive codes 5 axial codes. Some examples of these three concerns
from stakeholder comments are:
Move standard to 4 ; / This concept should be taught in 6 grade; / Move to the 7
th

th

th

grade where students learn about thermal energy; / Reproduction and genetics is
taught thoroughly in 8 grade also. Perhaps move this standard to grade 8 to ease
th

the pressure of the 7 grade content; / There is only one standard in this area; /
th

Should Newton’s 1 and 2 laws also be included in 6 grade standards to support
st

nd

th

this standard?; / This can be combined with HS-LS2-7
Degrees of specificity varied from moving and removing standards without justification
to specific changes of standards to different levels in which teachers believe they are
aiding in the education of students and reducing the challenges of implementing the
NGSS.
The concern of standards being disjointed, in the teachers’ feedback, affect both
students and teachers. The disjointed standards for students inhibit a continuous content
storyline, or make it more difficult to achieve the standard at a mastery level. Some
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comments which disrupt the content storyline are; “It does not really go along with other
PS4 standards;” “This is the only one placed in the 8 grade and does not fit logically in
th

the learning process;” “We are having a difficult time fitting into our Biology
units.” States do choose the order of the curriculum; however, disjointed curriculum can
lead to students not connecting with the content and lower achievement (Schmidt,
Houang, & Cogan, 2002). This concern presented by teachers illustrates a lack of
connection across contents for students and potentially a further challenge for teachers to
implement the NGSS with fidelity.
According to teachers, not only is the sequence disjointed, but so is the students’
ability to achieve the SEP at the intended level in the grade band asked of the
standard. Although these comments could be included with expectations of students,
mentioned previously, the nuance of a suggestion to improve provided by the teachers
pushed this feedback to a different category. Some examples are:
Replace “mathematical representations'' with “design process and collect data''
which is a more appropriate way for students to demonstrate the standard. / I
would like to see a different SEP for this one…more of using mathematics and
computational thinking for students to predict the patterns/algorithyms (sic) etc. /
Include evaluating claims, evidence, and reasoning. / Competing design solutions
should be more detailed. / I feel like kids can analyze models but really struggle
developing their own models.
These comments do not expect students to be able to achieve the SEP and give
suggestions on how to improve upon this challenge coming from the elementary or
middle school level. None of the comments included in this focused code included the
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grading of the students. Once again the reflective nature of the comments indicate
teachers have asked the students to attempt the SEP and have not yet succeeded. Due to
the teachers' lack of success with the SEP, they make suggestions on how to alter the SEP
to a level they see fit for students. Based on the positive nature of the comments,
teachers believe students can achieve these altered SEPs and these comments are not
based solely on low student expectations.
Summary of feedback for research question two—suggestions for improvement
Participants, who presumably were teachers based on language used, provided
very general and concrete answers to the second research question, what suggestions for
improvement of the NGSS would alleviate the challenges of its implementation? These
answers included asking for more resources from general funds, to physical space, from
example data to updated textbooks and curriculum which would be used to support
teaching and learning. A second suggestion participants provided was rewriting the
standards to encompass more student-friendly language. Furthermore, participants felt as
if the standards contained too much scientific jargon which created confusion for teachers
on the intent of the standard. Not only did participants struggle with the wording of the
standards, but they struggled with the sequence in which they were presented. Although
much of the concern that the intent of the standard is too advanced came from the
elementary and middle school grade bands, the participants did not focus on lacking
student knowledge, but asked for the standard to be moved to a different grade to create a
better progression of standards. Also, participants wished to alter SEPs for some of the
same reasons, feeling as if the complexity of the SEP should be reduced or changed
entirely in the elementary and middle school grade bands.
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The suggestions, likely from teachers, asking to provide clarity to the NGSS
through feedback aligns with this study’s framework. The use of feedback shows the
importance of reflecting on the instructional classroom practice and adjusting the content
focus to meet the needs of teachers. Teacher abilities vary greatly and this may too be
illustrated by the general and specific degrees of feedback provided by the
teachers. Lack of clarity in the standard may be leaving teachers unable to fully
implement the standard, which in turn, leads to more classroom challenges. Some of
these challenges of teaching science effectively most certainly leads to lower student
outcomes, and low outcomes reinforce teachers’ low expectations of students.
Summary
In this chapter I detailed the results from coding the primary data. These data,
which were comments potentially from teachers regarding the implementation of the
NGSS, were individually coded descriptively. This descriptive coding allowed me to
create or use words or phrases which were the most meaningful in line with
implementation of, challenges of, or suggestions for the NGSS in alignment with the
research questions. The first cycle yielded 194 descriptive codes. Justifications for these
codes were presented and examples displayed in Table 2. Next, these descriptive codes
were sifted or brought together into larger categories, and each category was given an
axial code. The axial code may have remained the same from a descriptive code or piece
of primary data which most supported all data found within this category. In this coding
cycle, 13 axial codes were created and 27 descriptive codes were sifted out due to lack of
connection to data. The connections of the axial codes to the descriptive codes were
displayed in Figure 5, which is a sample flow chart using connecting words to create
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complete thoughts about how the descriptive and axial codes are connected. The
connection between the two codes are further represented through weighting the arrow
which connects the two codes. A complete list of connections between axial and
descriptive codes can be found in Appendix D. Then, based on the research question,
axial codes were synthesized and grouped together based on their ability to answer the
research questions. Focused codes which succinctly synthesize the narrative created by
the axial codes were generated. The focus codes were supported by the descriptive codes
and the primary data which was nested below the axial code. Several displays of
exemplar primary data related to the focused code were given. Codes during all three
cycles rely on my subjectivity, which aligns very closely with the most common
participant in the survey. For context, the number of respondents was very small as
compared to the number of individuals invited, and the findings represent a theory based
on these data. The findings do not represent a complete comprehensive picture of all
Kentucky teachers and should not be interpreted as such. Conclusions of how these data
may be utilized or what impact they have on future research is discussed in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to utilize public comments from mostly teachers
which illustrate the challenges in implementing the NGSS in Kentucky classrooms to
better determine the effect the standards have in teaching and learning science. From this
analysis, the study would inform teachers, administrators, district personnel, and
curriculum writers concerning the common challenges and suggestions to avoid those
challenges. The study’s framing illustrates the importance of teacher feedback upon
influencing policy and adjusting instruction (Bondie, Dahnke, Zusho, 2019). Therefore,
the utilization of targeted feedback concerning the challenges of implementing the NGSS
should be studied.
Researcher subjectivity played a pivotal role in the analysis of the feedback
utilized. It is important to note, not only is researcher subjectivity important to the results
of the study (Sinclair, Cuthbert, & Barnacle, 2014), but in this study it was critical as the
demographic and experiences of the researcher very likely matched the demographic and
experiences of the most common participants. In his current position in a large urban
Kentucky district, he is able to observe first hand science classrooms and witness
evidence of the challenges of NGSS implementation. Acknowledgement of this
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subjectivity, and the emphasis of using it, further increases the trustworthiness of the
study and the importance of the insights garnered.
Focused codes which emerged from the analysis represent a theme supported by
the study’s primary data (stakeholder comments), descriptive codes, and axial codes. The
comments are only from a small portion of invited participants, and should not be viewed
as the opinion of all Kentucky teachers. During analysis, all individual comments were
weighted equally in the creation of codes. Aligning with Erickson, (1986), the data
corpus was systematically searched to ensure all comments were analyzed. From the
1,037 individual comments 4 were classified as positive by the Region 5 Comprehensive
Center. These comments disconfirmed the assertions made in the focus codes; however,
the preponderance of evidence shows the assertions were supported. For example, in the
focus code, language of standard, most teachers stated the standard lacked clarity,
specificity, and believed they were unable to understand the intent of the
standard. However, there was one stakeholder who thought differently. In their
comment “I think the way this standard is written is open for interpretation” they state the
ambiguity of the standard is a good thing for science education. This study took into
account potentially disconfirming comments and analyzed them against the rest of the
data corpus. The focused codes which resulted from the analysis exhibit warranted
answers to the study’s research questions.
In the following sections the previously described focused codes are discussed,
with an emphasis on describing potential solutions as well as suggestions for future
research. Additionally, I present a revised conceptual framework based upon the study’s
emerging themes, which were driven by the development of focused codes. Revision
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was necessary because the data supported enhancing two constructs within the original
framework: interpretation and feedback.

Revised Conceptual Framework
Within Figure 7, the construct teacher feedback has been revised. The revised
model augments this construct by displaying what participants, presumably teachers,
would like the authors of the NGSS to know in order to hone future standards. The
revised model illustrates teacher challenges with interpreting the NGSS standards, or
specifically their challenges upon reading the NGSS and assuming its intent. These
suggestions for improvement probably occurred after instruction and reflecting upon their
practice. Data related to teacher interpretation and teacher feedback provide answers to
both of the study’s research questions, which can now be summarized within the revised
model in Figure 7 below.
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The revised model presents three factors (above dashed line) which ultimately
influenced participants’ interpretation of the NGSS, all of which highlighted the more
challenging aspects of implementing the NGSS. Likewise, three factors (below dashed
line) were mentioned by participants aimed at improving the NGSS. With these
additions, the revised model represents a more nuanced problem space from which future
research could stem.
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From the revised model, the study’s participants have espoused challenges with
the NGSS both before and after instruction. Prior to instruction teachers believed there
was a layered problem with the implementation of the NGSS. First, the language of the
standards was complex and not easily understood by teachers. The misalignment is very
troubling to teachers as they may not be educating students on the intent of the
standard. Second, teachers are concerned they may or may not have the ability to teach
the intent of the standard. This factor adds another layer of challenges in implementing
the standard because, if the teacher understood the language they may not be teaching the
standard with fidelity. Third, the expectation of student understanding or having a
sensemaking experience with the standard concerned teachers. Many teachers
commented on the lofty nature of the standards and their assumption that many students
would not be able to achieve those goals. This final layer completes the concerns and
may likely be more situational due to teachers and students being absent from classrooms
because of the pandemic the year prior to the survey.
Teachers had more concerns post-instruction as well. The revised model shows
three factors that may improve instruction of the NGSS when teachers implement the
lesson again. The first factor to improve future instruction would be to have more
resources to teach the standards. Resources could be supplies, curriculum aids,
technology, data, and assessments, and teachers mentioned all of these as suggestions to
make instruction easier. Second, the clarity of the language of the standard, the
assessment boundary, the tools to aid in teaching, and the appendices of the NGSS are
not viewed as being helpful to students or novice teachers. This disconnect illustrates the
suggestion teachers have in rewriting the standards. Teachers believe they understand the
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intent of the standard, but the language is still very difficult to summarize after a
lesson. Third, teachers commented on a lack of cohesiveness between the
standards. Teachers commented on how standards should be bundled in different ways
and how some content of standards appeared to assimilate better with other
content. Furthermore, they commented on moving standards to alternate grades to further
create cohesion.
Each one of the factors of the revised model is important and likely related to
other factors. This relationship between pre and post instructional factors is very
strong. It is possible the cycle is self-perpetual, by which, if a factor such as resources is
unaddressed, then teacher ability may be negatively impacted as well. In the following
sections, each factor is explained in more detail, as well as their connection to each other
as well as to research and practice.
Conclusions for research question one—challenges of implementation
Focused codes for research question one
Challenges in implementing the NGSS included the clarity of the standard,
teachers’ ability in implementing the standard, expectations of students’ ability to master
the standard. The codes represent a range of issues within the implementation of the
NGSS, with many possible causes. Given the limitations of the data set, it is not possible
to explore the source of these root causes; however, each focused code is addressed
independently and equally. It is likely the challenges are interrelated as lack of clarity
can lead to reduced (teacher) ability to implement and lower (student) expectations on
achieving the standard (Heritage, 2021). This echoes the sentiment of Perry & Lawrence,
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(2017), who hypothesized teachers had lower expectations of students being capable of
mastering the SEPs.
Language of standard
The first issue participants had with the NGSS was the complex level of the
standards expected from both teachers and students. Teachers who translate the standard
into instruction were often left confused based upon the highly technical writing of the
standard, presumably to remove ambiguity by the authors. The purpose of the NGSS is
for students to become scientifically literate through the practice of doing
science. However, the lack of pedagogical practice teachers have in applying the
practices of the NGSS in their classroom instruction makes implementation a
challenge. Most teachers would agree application of content indicates a high level of
student comprehension; however, if those implementing the standard (the teachers) do
not understand or have an example of what the scientific practice looks one can presume
the resulting student comprehension will likely be lacking (Hudson, 1991). This problem
reflects the language present in the NGSS which changes the content focus of phenomena
being explained to phenomena being explored. This significant change can likely lead to
confusion about the intent of the standard especially with novice teachers.
A longitudinal study involving elementary science teachers developing
knowledge of science practices found they had low to moderate understanding of how to
utilize creating models in their instruction (Bismack, Davis, Palincsar, 2022). The lack of
understanding models extends to preservice elementary teachers as well (Ricketts,
2014). As these studies note, and in addition to the current study’s findings, the science
and engineering practices continue to be challenging to implement in the classroom.
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According to teachers’ interpretations, the way a given standard was written was
confusing. The NGSS utilizes three-dimensional learning: disciplinary core content,
science and engineering practices, and cross cutting concepts. Based upon multiple
comments, teachers showed a lack of understanding on how to teach the NGSS because
they focused on the SEP. None of the comments made by teachers referenced the three
dimensional nature of the standard. By focusing on SEPs, teachers were naïve to believe
they were teaching all of the standard (You, 2017). Teachers focusing on just the verbs
or practices could be a major hurdle of classroom instruction. Future research might
consider the feedback provided by teachers as a method for removing this hurdle.
Another challenge to this hurdle is there is very little professional development of
NGSS practices available to teachers (Allen & Penuel, 2015). Teachers point this out as
well stating, ‘I’m not sure how to accomplish this especially since I have very little
knowledge of this field. There needs to be training offered in this area.” This stakeholder
comment, potentially from a teacher, summarizes a form of discomfort this participant
had with the language of the scientific practice of the NGSS. In order for teachers to
emphasize the science practices of the NGSS, they need to understand the scientific
practices themselves (Bybee, 2014).
Possible solutions to alleviate this challenge
Several supports exist for teachers to overcome the challenges of implementing
the NGSS and its related PEs (Windschitl et al., 2014). A single PE provides little
guidance as to how a teacher might design lessons and enact instruction; therefore,
multiple supports have been developed (Windschitl et al., 2014). Professional
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development can support some teachers though limited time and other resources for such
supports make this an impractical solution to satisfy the needs of teachers across all
grades and science disciplines.
NRC produced tools
Teachers using the NGSS face new challenges and need examples of what
effective instruction and curriculum might look like (National Research Council,
2015). Responding to this, Achieve, a partner in organization in the development of the
NGSS, stated materials will be needed to provide an extensive range of supports (NRC,
2016a). These resources do provide outlines as to what effective NGSS instruction looks
like in the classroom; however, the onus is on the teacher to follow the steps necessary in
creating a NGSS-aligned lesson. The work associated with creating an NGSS-aligned
lesson may cause teachers to be unwilling to put out the effort. For example, one
resource was the EQuIP Rubric for Lessons and Units: Science, which is designed to
evaluate lesson sequences or units for NGSS-alignment (Achieve, 2016a). Also Achieve
released a reduced version of the EQuIP rubric, called the NGSS Lesson Screener
(Achieve, 2016b). These two resources, because of their student and teacher support, can
be classified as an educative curriculum (Roseman, Herrmann-Abell, & Koppal, 2017).
Educative Curriculum
According to Achieve, to help teachers understand the new standards and
implement them effectively, materials will need to provide an extensive range of
supports, from suggestions for how to engage students in developing explanations and
constructing conceptual models of the natural world to learning progressions that map out
students’ development of science content knowledge over time (2015). Because of their
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widespread use by teachers (Horizon Research, 2012), curriculum materials that are
educative have enormous potential for leveraging teachers’ role as translators of
standards and reforms such as those proposed by the NGSS to the classroom (Ball &
Cohen, 1996; Remillard, 2005). However, if a teacher is unaware of these resources they
may continue to struggle in creating NGSS-aligned lessons
Other resources found within the body of the NGSS are available to help teachers
alleviate their confusion over the meaning of the NGSS. The most pronounced is the
performance expectation and assessment boundaries attached to each standard. The two
resources are printed with the full written standard to guide teachers to the meaning. The
performance expectation is of particular importance as the outcome merges the science
and engineering practice and content into what the teacher should see students doing in
the classroom. Furthermore, these resources were created specifically for teachers to
clarify the intent of the standard and bound it to a particular content goal in the classroom
setting (Pellegrino, Wilson, Koenig, & Beatty, 2014). If teachers were likely more aware
of these resources or had professional development focusing on how to use these
resources, standard translation could be more successful and lead to classroom instruction
reflecting the standard. Teachers being unaware of these resources poses more questions
such as, are the resources advertised in professional development trainings; are there free
resources to assist in utilizing the resources; and are exemplar lessons available for
teachers to model after?
Translation of the standards from technical scientific language to more teacherfriendly language could suffice to alleviate the challenge, but participants in the study
showed very little awareness of these resources or disagreed with what was being
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proposed in the resource. Utilizing the resources designed by the authors of the NGSS
though, would be a highly effective avenue to alleviate the challenge of clarity espoused
by the feedback of the participants. The resources are free, and available to all those that
participated in the survey. Other free resources are located at
https://www.nextgenscience.org/resource-library, which includes the EQuIP rubric and
facilitation guide, and a deeper set of clarity statements which contains observable
measurable statements on what students should be able to do. Although this is not an
exhaustive list, it could potentially alleviate many of the issues of clarity which teachers
have in implementing NGSS. The list of resources can be found on the NGSS home
webpage, and is prominent and extensive. Perhaps due to the extensive nature of the
resources some teachers may not believe they have time to explore them, but this would
need to be followed up with further research.
Another NGSS designed resource is the Appendices for the standards, specifically
Appendix F. This resource translates the student expectation of the scientific practice of
the standard, provides a rationale or relevance, and scaffolds the practice for different
grade bands. The participants’ reaction to this resource was negative as well. Comments
were made concerning the language of the appendix, the unnecessary nature of having
multiple sources to teach the lesson, and complaints students could not achieve the levels
suggested within it. The resistance to utilizing resources could be reflective of teacher
burnout, or lack of time to explore the resources as mentioned previously.
Professional development can alleviate challenges of the NGSS by providing
sensemaking opportunities to align the intent of the NGSS, curriculum, and assessment
(Allen & Penuel, 2015). The training necessary should be continuous, focused on
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content, and learner focused for the best results (Postareff, 2007). Finding, or even
developing this training for teachers to understand how to teach in all three dimensions is
not commonly found. The vast majority of professional development in the post Covid
pandemic has examined social emotional learning and remote science education, neither
being an impetus of the NGSS (Hartshorne et al., 2021). In order to develop more
understanding of the NGSS, professional development should be utilized, and the training
may also alleviate the challenges of teacher ability as well.
Potential solutions of appropriate professional development could include science
backward design. In this professional development teachers would start with the
performance expectation and assessment boundary and work backwards in building their
lessons and learning targets for those lessons. Another solution could include teacher
immersion in scientific practice. With this professional development teachers would
have scientific practices modeled to them by a field scientist. Then, the teachers would
be able to partake in the practices and translate how the practice can be utilized in the
classroom. Finally, especially for novice and elementary teachers who likely lack a
science background, using professional development designed around breaking down the
standard. The NGSS has a large amount of information present on each standard, but a
more targeted approach of what each dimension looks like within the classroom could aid
in understanding the standard. Although many resources exist to help some teachers,
based on the feedback obtained, teachers are struggling to find access to these resources
to achieve their goal of student understanding.
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Ability to teach standard
Closely linked to clarity, teacher ability is a concern teachers had regarding
implementation of the NGSS. The NGSS standards are rich in scientific knowledge and
application. However, in Kentucky, there are many different avenues to becoming a
teacher, and in this case a science teacher. As of March 2022, there were fifteen different
avenues for becoming a Kentucky teacher all with varying requirements. Some of these
requirements do not require the teacher to have any experience with science, experience
within a classroom, or experience attending a teacher certification class in person.
The lack of specific science classroom training illustrates the teachers’ concerns
they may not be capable of teaching to the intent of the standard. Preservice elementary
teachers consistently lacked using scientific practices in explaining how scientific
knowledge was obtained (Zangori & Forbes, 2013). Not utilizing the scientific practices
leaves teachers at a disadvantage to effectively modeling and teaching the practices
(Lauderdale-Littin & Brennan, 2018). Furthermore, the lack of preparation of science
pedagogy or knowledge of scientific practices could lead to lower self-efficacy of
teachers’ abilities (Hammock & Ivey, 2017). Lower confidence in the content or SEP
may give rise to frustration and could lead to blaming the NGSS for teacher lack of
preparation and perceived ability.
Possible solutions to alleviate this challenge
Teacher shortages across Kentucky have been well documented and increasing in
the last five years (Sutcher, Darling-Hammond, & Carver-Thomas, 2019). This national
workforce crisis has left legislative bodies scrambling to enact new ways to slow this
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process. In Kentucky, there are multiple avenues to becoming a certified teacher, and
most are non-traditional tracts, some of which include partial certification with an
extended time-line for achieving full certification. While it is important to allow multiple
pathways for teacher certification, these pathways are not without drawbacks in terms of
creating effective teachers.
One of the drawbacks is voiced by the teachers. If teachers believe their ability to
effectively teach the NGSS is lacking, then perhaps taking a closer look at policy for
science teacher certification is a solution. Teachers who complete one of the nontraditional avenues of teacher certification would not be starting their classroom
experience at the same level of science knowledge or pedagogy as a traditional track
teacher. The lack of preparation some of these avenues provide is further compounded
by the fact new teachers receive varying levels of support within their building (Koller,
Osterlind, Paris, & Westin, 2008). Teachers, even experienced science teachers, would
likely question their ability, not understand the intent or language of the standard, and not
have time to search and understand resources. Therefore, a novice teacher, with a novice
understanding of science, who does not receive necessary support may not have the
ability to implement the NGSS, and this is a concern of the teachers.
One potential solution for these novice teachers would be directed professional
development. At this time, there is no content requirement for many of the districts in
Kentucky and teachers are allowed to pick and choose their professional development
training. Furthermore, there is no guarantee there are NGSS focused professional
developments offered, or even science content or pedagogy supporting science teaching.
Because of this, it is unlikely novice science content or experienced teachers could
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increase their knowledge base and therefore their ability to implement the NGSS. So, it
stands to reason that increasing the number and types of professional developments for
Kentucky science teachers to engage in practices aligning the NGSS, content, and
pedagogy would close the gap. In doing so, there is potential to increase the confidence
level of Kentucky science teachers and their perceived ability to teach the NGSS.
Expectations of Student
Students were not included at any time within this study; therefore, an accurate
representation of their academic ability was not determined. However, from the teachers’
input, there is a clear connection between the assumed rigor of the NGSS and assumed
abilities of students. The concern from the teachers is students cannot meet the
challenges put forth by the NGSS as the language of the standards is too scientific or the
practices too complex.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, there were significant losses of classroom
instructional time; however, accountability of students, teachers, and schools were not
altered until after the survey was closed. The resulting low expectations are significant as
students, especially students of color, underachieve due to these expectations (Moore,
2005). Underachievement then becomes a culture in the classroom and teachers continue
to lower their expectations of students creating a cycle of underachievement in the
classroom (Cleveland, 2011). Expectations for students may have been higher if
continuous learning was in place. Therefore, these expectations may be more situational
than unalterable.
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As student achievement is a marker of successful classrooms, achievement, or
lack thereof, is feedback which is also related to teacher ability. The focus code
discussed here may, in fact, be more directly related to teacher ability, but further
research would be necessary. However, solutions which positively influence teacher
ability such as focused professional development, more pedagogical training, and
knowledge of resources available may alleviate the challenge of implementing the NGSS.
Possible solutions to alleviate this challenge
Possible solutions, specifically related to students and not to teacher ability, are
included in this section. These solutions are more systemic than classroom specific. One
way to break a cycle of underachievement based on lowering expectations, teachers
should rework their classroom operations to create a more inclusive culture (Snell &
Lefstein, 2018). The NGSS authors have created many resources to be used on
improving the culture of the classroom, most of which focus on inclusive aspects of
pedagogy and high-yield instructional practices. Furthering these, are content resources,
these content storylines allow teachers to provide a culturally inclusive story to anchor
student learning. The storylines are available for all grade bands and reference the
standard(s) addressed via the storyline. Also case study examples, written by teachers, on
how to include a diverse group of students at different levels into a science classroom
with specific lesson plans are present on the NGSS resources web page (NGSS online
resource library page https://www.nextgenscience.org/resource-library).
Leadership in the school building is needed to change a cycle of
underachievement. Positive reinforcement of students, staff morale, and a mindset of
continuous improvement should improve the cultural norms of a school (Lindsey, Nuri95

Robbins, Terrell, & Lindsey, 2018). Unfortunately, leadership within a school can vary
as much as the level of teaching effectiveness. However, strong leaders would create
better cultural norms within the school and improve staff performance by assisting
teachers with selecting professional development, celebrating their accomplishments, and
listening to their concerns. Through effective leadership, the culture of the school can
improve, leading to higher expectations of students, and higher student achievement.
Research question two—suggestions for improvement
Focused codes
The focus codes which emerged to answer the second research question called for
improvement of the implementation of the NGSS in three different ways; need for
resources, rewriting the standards, and moving the standards to create a more coherent
storyline for students. The suggestions for improvement ranged from broad reasons; to
very specific localized needs. As the degrees of specificity vary greatly within each of
the focus codes, so do the action steps I suggest to aid in the implementation.
Need for resources
Although lacking resources does not reflect any suggestion about the NGSS, this
theme remains relevant as resources are necessary for the implementation of the NGSS
(NAS, 2016; Reiser, 2013). Resources, or lack thereof, have often been a challenge for
education. Initiatives and policies enacted are underfunded or not funded at all causing a
significant strain on school budgets and student outcomes (Douglass, 2010). Regardless
of budget constraints, teachers still can request resources to provide students with better
classroom experiences. Many of the requests (e.g. access to a freezer to store specimens)
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could be placed into a budget if the teacher feels capable of asking their
administrator. Furthermore, when budgeting requests have been denied, there are other
avenues to gain funds such as philanthropic organizations, grants, or participation in
approved curricular development. Often, with district and administrator approval,
teachers are able to create “Go Fund Me” pages to be used for specific classroom needs.
Other resources may be present and free, but not advertised to teachers who may
be new to their district or school. In these cases, asking more experienced teachers or
administrators may alleviate the challenge of not having necessary resources. Non-profit
or other scientific community websites may contain data necessary for a robust
lesson. One such foundation is Science for Society and the Public which focuses on
increasing scientific literacy through helping teachers and students gain resources to
enhance learning. A more localized opportunity to teach science without additional
resources would be altering lesson plans to create a different way for students to achieve
the performance expectation of the standard. Altering lesson plans actually provides an
opportunity for teachers to obtain a more complete understanding of their students’
abilities (Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006). Through reflecting and asking other science
educators, (in building, district, or professional organizations) limited resources, may not
be as much of a barrier because innovative ways at assessing the standard would be
possible.
The lack of resources in the classroom perpetuates a cycle of challenges related to
implementing the NGSS mentioned by teachers. The missing resources to engage in the
scientific practice of modeling or data analysis inhibits teacher ability. The inhibition of
ability likely leads to a lowering of expectations of students as the teacher does not see
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students measuring up to the performance expectations (Brophy, 1983). The selffulfilling prophecy of no resources means no positive outcomes, also affects teacher
efficacy and their expectations of their students, and future students (Jussim, 1989). Due
to the harmful potential of this path, more resources should be given to or made known to
science educators in Kentucky, because teachers believe there are not enough resources
almost ten years after NGSS was implemented by the state.
Clarity of Language
The NGSS went through a significant revision process which included feedback
from multiple groups prior to being released to states for adoption. Kentucky was one of
the NGSS Lead States and an early adopter of NGSS. To completely rewrite the
standards for one locale would not be appropriate; however, as Brown, (2009) states local
adaptations are warranted in enacting curriculum; therefore, smaller focused rewrites of
the standard to aid in student and teacher understanding may be warranted.
The feedback from teachers regarding how to rewrite the NGSS should serve as
an insight to their understanding of the standard. It is entirely possible teachers have a
novice understanding of science, and are unable to correctly interpret the technical
language of the science and engineering practices. In this way, confusion by teachers is
possible as engineering language is defined through other technical language. The
authors of the NGSS would benefit from heeding this feedback concerning the language
as not all science teachers have experience in science or engineering practices
(Cunningham & Carlsen, 2014). This inexperience with science practices likely leads to
other frustrations of teacher ability and perpetuates the cycle.
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The writing of the standards, as well as their explanations, using only technical
language leaves them less understandable to novice teachers and to students. Both
groups, as well as some experienced teachers, do not understand the fundamental
principles of being a scientist or engineer (Atink-Meyer & Meyer, 2016). As such,
writing the standards with technical language (for accuracy) can become frustrating for
those groups not familiar with the terminology. It should be noted the NGSS appendices
do unpack the SEPs for each grade level, but teachers may not be aware of the resource.
The potential rewrite, or other actions to improve the clarity of the NGSS should be seen
as opportunities to improve science understanding and relevance, not as criticism, as
teachers believe the standards would become less intimidating to both students and
novice teachers.
Once again, the use of more focused professional development with the NGSS
and its intent would serve teachers well. The clarity of language appears to be directed
mainly at the verbs indicating the SEP the standard is asking students to
achieve. Disciplinary core content and cross cutting concepts are also aspects of the
NGSS which should be taught in conjunction with the SEP to create scientifically literate
students. Teachers appear far more confident in their understanding of patterns, cause
and effect, and scale and proportion, all which are cross cutting concepts to be revisited
in all levels of science teaching (Bismack, Davis, & Palinscar, 2022). Professional
development which incorporates more in depth understanding and modeling of the SEPs
would benefit teachers the most. This training likely would increase teacher ability as
they would have greater confidence in the intent of the standard. Then, the cycle of the
revised framework would perpetuate and likely produce more positive student outcomes.
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Cohesiveness
Conceptual change is a learning theory in which the student undergoes a shift in
knowledge or beliefs about scientific phenomena which integrates with existing
knowledge. The more misconceptions or faulty knowledge the student has surrounding
the phenomena the more drastic the conceptual change can be (diSessa & Sherrin,
1998). One way to promote conceptual change easily is for teachers to adhere to a
coherent science storyline, which helps students anchor their thinking (Brown &
Hammer, 2009). Mirroring this methodology, the NGSS utilizes conceptual change to
aid students in learning science through doing science. Therefore, creating a coherent
story line for students becomes important for the effective application of the conceptual
change learning theory.
Teachers who had concerns about cohesiveness believe the NGSS is disjointed in
its progression and both students and teachers cannot follow its intended storyline. The
NGSS advocates for coherence in the content story line by bundling performance
assessments, and the authors of the NGSS provide a resource for teachers to help bundle
the standards and create a storyline. However, the work of making connections between
the performance expectations and the lessons fall solely on the teacher. Furthermore, the
authors provide the resources for content storylines of the NGSS does not attempt to
connect content topics but merely illustrates the importance of the performance
expectation with the topic. Although several resources are provided none of them truly
accomplish creating the coherent storyline. The stakeholder’s frustration, most likely
from a teacher, is exhibited through responses claiming they (teachers) should not need to
have multiple resources in order to understand the intent or progression of the standards.
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Teachers believe conceptual change is necessary as many students come to school
with misconceptions of science (Vosniadou, 2012). Specific stakeholder suggestions
were made to create a more cohesive storyline which presumably were from teachers
who subscribe to the theory of conceptual change. Many believed moving similar
standards, for example Newton’s Laws, all to the same grade band and in succession
would help in student understanding. Others, likely teachers, believed delaying standards
in order for students to be exposed to the necessary math procedures would be best. This
frustration appears to be with the lower levels of achievement students are having in
science classes.
Data indicated teachers did not believe students were able to achieve the intent of
the standards; therefore, their frustration led them to suggest altering the standard
progression. By placing the onus on themselves, teachers voiced their frustrations with
the storyline as they believe there are few examples to aid this process. Suggestions, other
than moving standards, included breaking apart or combining standards in order to
scaffold the story line for coherence. These suggestions have merit; however, the
teachers assume a science or engineering practice, or content standard is a stand-alone
practice. Authors of the NGSS wished for student growth within the practice of science
in order to create meaningful conceptual change. In this manner, stakeholder
suggestions, possibly from teachers in the classroom, for breaking or combining
standards is misplaced as individual standards are not the end goal of a lesson, but rather
a starting point to increase student exposure to science.
Another misplacement of frustration against the NGSS should be directed at the
state level education policy body or local district. The order in which teachers are asked
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to present the standards to their students is not prescribed by the NGSS, rather it comes
from the state or the curriculum the district utilizes to teach the NGSS. Teachers could
be better served by first analyzing their curriculum and addressing its incoherence, which
may be out of date in both content and process. By focussing on the curriculum and not
the standards used to create curriculum, teachers could find a more appropriate space to
vent frustration.
Implications of this study
This study has implications for both research and practice. The Kentucky
Department of Education is the primary audience for this work as they were the group
asking for feedback. Next, district administrators and policy makers should meet with
teachers to learn more about the suggestions they present and how to implement
them. Another intended target is teacher educators, as they may look to this research to
help newer teachers avoid the frustration espoused by practitioners. Finally, current
teachers should review this study for possible solutions to their issues provided by their
colleagues.
In terms of research, decision makers regarding curriculum and standards should
take more time to listen to those who are asked to enact the curriculum. Feedback from
reflective practice is a powerful lens into the successes and challenges of school
implementation; however, it is often overlooked in favor of student achievement data
(Ostermann & Kottkamp, 2004). While important, student achievement is after the
enactment of curriculum datum that does not take into account the mediating factor of
how the curriculum was enacted. If teachers experience consistent challenges regarding
their implementation of the standards, perhaps a closer look into the standards themselves
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is warranted. In this study, teachers were asked to provide their reaction to the standards
and they primarily espoused challenges related to their implementation. This result
should be somewhat alarming as some Kentucky science teachers in Kentucky do not
believe they have the right support to implement the standards correctly. Furthermore,
the lack of teacher feedback in curriculum studies should also be addressed, and included
as part of a robust research study concerning the implementation of curriculum.
In terms of practice, this study shows how reflection, feedback, and instructional
adjustments remain a critical component of teaching. Standards may not be able to be
altered directly, or quickly, but the rigidity of the standard presents a great opportunity
for teachers to be flexible and to reflect on their lessons and adjust to meet student
needs. According to teachers, one of the primary concerns of the NGSS was the rigor for
students. If the rigor was unattainable due to resources or clarity, teachers have
opportunities to innovate new ways of teaching the NGSS. If effective, they can, in turn,
create a curriculum supporting all students. So, in practice, a high rigor level may be
seen as negative, but it may be a positive for innovation in the classroom.
Considerations for future research
Future Potential Participants
Within qualitative research data saturation may become necessary when
constructing new conceptual ideas. The current study utilized data collected by an agency
other than the study’s primary investigator. Due to this limitation, theoretical sampling
from the study’s original set of participants was not possible. Therefore, additional data
or theoretical sampling was considered in order to add evidence to the emerging theme or
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themes. Future studies should involve, identifying, and selecting additional participants
for semi-structured interviews and/or open-ended questionnaires (Patton, 2004).
Participants could be solicited from throughout the state. All questions would be geared
towards the emergent theme or themes emerging from the study’s initial analysis. For
example, if an emergent theme arose related to teacher licensure and preparedness,
participants might be asked to discuss their feelings related to this topic.
Feedback is a critical component in learning as it informs us what aspects of
practice are working, what is challenging, and what can be improved. This research sets
a foundation for the importance of obtaining feedback regarding the NGSS. Future
avenues of research should pursue the interventions in response to the challenges voiced
by the teachers. Professional development is an intervention that can be used to inform
teachers in science and engineering practices. Helping teachers better understand
targeted science concepts may make them more comfortable with what is expected of
students. Creation of lesson plans and examples of coherent storylines may represent
another intervention in response to the lack of clarity in the NGSS. Once any of these
interventions is completed, effectiveness of the change might be demonstrated by
soliciting additional feedback from the teachers. The feedback may include surveys in
which participants are identified for follow up interviews, focus groups which
concentrate their discussion on an emergent theme, or classroom observations to aid
teacher reflection on their science and pedagogical knowledge. A large body of research
could be obtained by including feedback from students. This future body of research
should be compared to this study to see if the challenges faced by students are the same
as the original teachers.
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A separate but also important note to make is the timing of the survey, January
2021, during school shutdowns and virtual learning. Responding to this international
event, schools were more focused on equitable access to technology and social emotional
learning as opposed to professional development aimed at increasing the ability to teach
science. As a result, instructional practice likely suffered across all contents, but may
have been more pronounced with the active learning necessary in the NGSS. The
inability for teachers to engage their students in doing science in a virtual classroom can
cause doubt in ability. Doubting, may again lead to lower self-efficacy and therefore
frustration and blame being espoused for the standard as opposed to teachers’ own
abilities. Data collected at a different point in time could lead to different comments.
A final avenue of research would be to utilize the redesigned model conceptual
framework to find nuance within the focused codes. In addition to utilizing the new
framework, adding more coders would change the frame of the subjectivity. Coders of
different backgrounds could provide a more complete picture of the challenges. The
challenges may become nuanced enough to determine which of the previously emerging
challenges is more consequential or influential. Furthermore, changing the coders but not
the framework aids research by developing interpretations of data which may not have
emerged otherwise. Furthermore, the suggestions for improvement may be heeded if the
opinion does not come from one professional, but rather a body of professionals.
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APPENDIX A: Example of analytical memo
Several stakeholders had very specific answers to the second research question
concerning how to directly improve the NGSS. From this it makes sense to look at the
feelings behind what stakeholders are saying. If they have a specific outcome that they
wish to see, what happens to be their driving force behind what they are asking for? Can
these suggestions be connected to codes?
MIDDLE SCHOOL:
In my opinion I feel as if there should be a standard that comes before this.—Disjointed
progression of standards
One that simplifies gravitational interactions. Then mass should have already been
addressed earlier. It should be a standard in which they just develop an experiment to
prove that fields exist rather than focusing on the assessment of the design.—Standard
remains too specific, needs more help, resources, student knowledge
Create a model that shows relationships between kinetic energy and particle motion
during temperature fluctuations.—Clarity with example
Supporting the claim that digitized signals are more reliable ways to encode and transmit
information over analog is fine.—Changing verbiage of standard for clarity and
simplicity
Maybe construct an explanation for how technical information in digital form is a more
reliable way to transmit information than analog signals, using scientific data to support
the claim. "...interacting subsystems" is a bit wordy; could this standard change to,
"...interacting body systems..." and/or mention the levels of organization from cells to
body with an assessment boundary being that specific tissues and organ functions are not
necessary but that students should know that tissues make organs and organs make organ
systems.—How do I teach this standard better? Better words, more examples, more
specificity? How can I do this on the level of my students?
Use an argument supported by evidence for how the body is a system of interacting
subsystems composed of a group of cells that contribute to the system functioning as a
whole.—Arguing through examples
Construct a scientific explanation based on evidence for the role of photosynthesis in the
cycling of matter into and out of organisms. or example, you could show a potential
progression—Change complexity of SEP
Using Bloom's Taxonomy (not THESE necessarily, but something like this)- ESS1-1
Develop and use a model of the Earth-sun-moon system to describe the cyclic patterns of
lunar phases, eclipses of the sun and moon, and seasons. ESS1-1a- Define and describe
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rotation and revolution as related to objects' movement in space ESS1-1b- Predict lunar
phases based on data provided (pictorial or numerical) ESS1-1c- Evaluate models of the
Earth-sun-moon system that show patterns pf lunar phases, eclipses, or seasons ESS1-1dDevelop and use a model of the Earth-sun-moon system to describe the cyclic patterns of
lunar phases, eclipses of the sun and moon, and seasons.—Use of example, reword. Use
of scaffolding for students, break apart standard
Majority of middle school suggestions revolve around physical science—no specific
elementary?
HIGH SCHOOL:
Use mathematical representations to support the conservation of momentum: That the
total momentum of a system before and after a collision is equal in elastic collisions,
inelastic collisions and explosions. Where a system is defined as two objects with a
defined mass and velocity.—Defining what is to have a mathematical representation
The mathematical representations should also be specified: Elastic collisions:
(m1v1+m2v2)before = (m1v1+m2v2)after inelastic collisions: (m1v1+m2v2)before =
(m1+m2)Vf explosions: 0 = (m1v1+m2v2)—Use of example adds to greater specificity
and a scaffold for students
Construct and revise an explanation based on evidence that matter and energy cycle
within and without of aerobic and anaerobic conditions.—Use of simplicity and specificity
with science language
This clarifies that matter and energy always cycle, now we can get to the root of how and
why they cycle within and between aerobic and anaerobic conditions.—Teacher naivety
with their simplicity?
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APPENDIX B: First Cycle Coding Results

Descriptive Code

Times Coded

Clarify with examples
Clarity
Too complex
Move to 7th
Teachers need tools/resources
Move standard
Break apart standard
Verbiage unclear
Disjointed standard progression
Remove standard
Reword standard
Add more to standard
Move to 6th
Unclear to teachers
Move to 8th
Expectations are too high
Students need prior knowledge
Real world relevance
Combine standards
No prior knowledge
Standard is too extensive
Difficult to teach
More SEP options
Teachers need more instruction
Redundancy
Reword verbs
Student relevance
Students have experience
Clarify intent of standard
Focus is too specific
Frustration with the committee
No time to achieve standard
Standard is too broad

68
61
39
25
25
18
18
16
15
15
15
14
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
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Descriptive Code

Times Coded

Student understanding mathematical representation
Tier the standard for students
Too abstract for students
Difficult to assess
Kentucky specific teaching
Not significant or relevant
Progression of standards
Questions about assessment
Standard has hidden prior knowledge
Students need background knowledge
Additional specific knowledge
Combine human impact standards
In my experience no one understands
Move standard up
No money for resources
Options of displaying learning
Same level as other laws
Similar to other standards
Standard depth is too great
Students struggle with SEP
Temporary covid protocols
Textbooks not helpful
Too challenging for students
Too difficult for students
Add more to SEP
Clarify assessment boundaries
Clarifying the intent of the standard
Early students should understand
Forced subject matter
FOSS curriculum not aligned
Highly relevant standard
Include 1st and 2nd law
Modeling SEP not necessary
Move standard down
Move standard to 4th
Need more detail
PE has too much
PE should be earlier
Science community disagreement
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5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Descriptive Code

Times Coded

Science not taught in district
SEP is difficult for standard
Simplify standard
Specify boundaries of standard
Standard connection
Standard is too simple
Standard needs to be more applicable
Standards overwhelm new teachers
Students become confused
Students not ready for this depth
Support standard with resources and assessment
Teaching could lead to pushback over evolution
Too difficult for teachers
Too difficult to understand
Translation is not reflective of standard
Add responses of social systems to standard
Add to standard for clarity
Additional standard needed with examples
Appropriate standard for middle school
As written sounds elementary
Assessment boundary should go deeper
Beyond the scope of projects
Bias material not relevant to students
Curriculum (FOSS) does not represent the standard
Declining prior knowledge
Disagreement with embryology
Disservice to students
Early teachers need more supports
Elementary level expectations, more challenging
Eliminate part of the standard
Eliminate verb of the standard
Enough to stand on its own as a standard
Example of standard for clarity
Extension project
Frustration with models
Graph representations on all grades
Ignore the standard
Intent goes beyond the scope of the standard
Is this standard taught
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Descriptive Code

Times Coded

Like the standard
Make up for missing content
Making connections
Many not teaching correctly
More appropriate for older students
More details of expectations
More explanation through specifics
More important standards
More specific focus
Move standard due to relevance
Narrow the standard
Need more focus
Need more supports, examples and time
Need multiple experiences
NIMBY green
No time for proficiency
No time to teach
Not done in real world
Not enough content knowledge
Not relevant to adults
Not relevant to science
Overwhelm students and teachers
PE limits teacher ability
Personal connection to science
Pick a side specific or broad
Rewrite standard for all teachers
Science and social studies argumentation similar
Science not taught in elementary
SEP does not work for students
SEP needs more detail
Skills repeated from earlier grades
Social justice aspects internationally
Specific task only
Specific teaching outside PE
Specify more on standard
Standards and beliefs not assimilated
Standard can go deeper
Standard confusing as written
Standard does not integrate
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Descriptive Code

Times Coded

Standard does not relate
Standard does not fit in unit
Standard is obscure
Standard is too field specific
Standard is not appropriate
Standard not taught
Standard progression can be improved
Standards all need to be changed
Standards are too deep
Standards cannot be fully realized
Standards not friendly
Structure is not realistic
Student clarity
Student confusion
Student expectation based on math
Student misconceptions
Student satisfaction comes from execution of plan
Student vocabulary
Students can't learn IEP's
Students give up
Students have difficulty due to fear of failure
Students will not attempt
Suggest cell division as a standard
Support material needed
Supported students gain proficiency
Take out questions simplify
Teacher belief that lesson are necessary
Teachers not teaching this standard consistently
Tie back to reinforce previous standards
Timing of standard
To understand need to use resources--this is not necessary
Too in depth
Too many interpretations
Too much information to teach
Too much math focus
Too narrow of a topic
Too specific not based on phenomena
Unable to push students to this level
Understand why this law was included

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Descriptive Code

Times Coded

Use modeling SEP
Vagueness makes teaching flexible
Vocabulary of standard
Where can I find resources
Worth of standard, specific
TOTAL

1
1
1
1
1
744
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APPENDIX C: Display of Axial Sorting
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APPENDIX D: Axial codes with descriptive codes linked by
modifiers
Axial Code
Descriptive code with modifier
it is a highly relevant standard (2)
Relevance
but standard needs to be more applicable (3)
although it is not significant or relevant (7)
but no real world relevance (10)
without standard connection (6)
Assessment

we have questions about assessment (4)
because it is difficult to assess (4)
you should specify the boundaries of standard (3)

Complexity (41)

because standard is too extensive (13)
because expectations are too high (11)
because focus is too specific (9)
the standard is too broad (5)
and PE has too much (3)
standard is too difficult to understand (3)
standard depth is too great (4)
could you break apart standard (18)
not true standard is too simple (6)
Please simplify standard (3)

Wording

is unclear reword standard (18)
is unclear reword verbs (6)

Redundancy (6)

it is the same level as other laws (3)
truly similar to other standards (3)

Resources

because FOSS curriculum not aligned (3)
to support standard with resources and assessment (5)
We teachers need tools/resources (28)
there is no money for resources (3)
since textbooks are not helpful (3)
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Axial Code
Locality

Move Standard
(20)

Descriptive code with modifier
it is forced subject matter (6)
this teaching could lead to pushback over evolution
(3)
because science not taught in district (4)
using Kentucky specific teaching (4)
difficult due to temporary Covid protocols (3)
showing frustration with the committee (5)
even the science community disagreement (2)

it should move to 8th (12)
it should move to 6th (14)
it should move to 7th (25)
it should move to 4th (2)
just remove standard (15)
due to a disjointed standard progression (15)
perhaps move standard up (3)
perhaps move standard down (2)
there is a poor progression of standards (6)
so the PE should be earlier (3)

Teachers

standard is too difficult for teachers (3)
standard is difficult to teach (9)
teachers' need more instruction (8)
teachers' translation is not reflective of standard
have no time to achieve standard (5)
believe standards overwhelm new teachers (2)

Clarity (63)

you can clarify the intent of standard (8)
you can clarify with examples (71)
you can clarify assessment boundaries (2)
because the verbiage unclear (16)

Addition (14)

by combine standards (8)
by combine human impact standards (3)
to include 1st and 2nd law (2)
Providing more SEP options
including more options of displaying learning (3)
to add more to SEP (2)
because I need more detail (2)
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Axial Code
Knowledge

Descriptive code with modifier
there is no prior knowledge (10)
because standard has hidden prior knowledge (4)
requires additional specific knowledge (3)
even students need background knowledge (4)
as it is unclear to teachers (13)
for students need prior knowledge (10)
For in my experience no one understands (3)

Students

Trying understanding mathematical representation (6)
need to tier the standard for students (6)
even the early students should understand (2)
will struggle with SEP (4)
for it is too difficult for students (5)
as no students have experience (6)
realize standard is too abstract for students (5)
are not ready for this depth (2)
will become confused (7)
see no relevance (7)
find it too challenging for students (7)

Words in italics are researcher modifiers to connect axial code to descriptive code.
Numbers in parentheses refer to how many times the axial or descriptive code was
repeated during the first coding cycle.
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